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Abstract

New businesses financing has evolved over the years from closed-end funds to limited

partnership financing, angel investing and the most current form of online syndication.

While VC financing has been covered thoroughly from financing and behavioral per-

spectives in research, very little is known about online syndicates which have ap-

peared in recent years with the creation of AngelList.

This paper's objective is to establish a first taxonomy of the most active angel syndi-

cates at the time this research was conducted. Based on characteristics related to

work experience, education and reputation this paper presents a systematic overview

of these syndicates' founders, where they have studied and worked, how well-known

they are in social media and how their investments have performed.

By dividing the data into quartiles according to total funding raised and number of

backers attracted, I find astonishing differences across the quartiles for certain varia-

bles while others are rather inconclusive. Education and work experience (e.g. con-

sulting, IB, VC, etc.) as well as years spent as entrepreneurs and investors do not

show a clear relationship with the number of backers or total funding a lead is able to

attain. Number of startups founded, number of acquisition exits, Twitter followers and

Google search results, however, seem to explain 36% of the variation of total funding

raised and 43% of the variation in the number of backers. The findings suggest that

despite a large heterogeneity in syndicate lead characteristics, those successful at

raising high amounts of funding and attracting many backers share common traits.

Thesis Supervisor: Christian Catalini

Title: Fred Kayne (1960) Career Development Professor of Entrepreneurship

Assistant Professor of Technological Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Strategic

Management
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and research problem

The US Venture capital industry is blossoming. In 2014, $48 billion dollars were

invested, financing 4,356 deals. Four-hundred-and-fifty-five M&A exits with a reported

$46 billion dollars, as well as 115 venture-backed IPO's with $15 billion dollars in value

creation, resulted from those investments (NVCA 2015). The industry is reaching its

highest level in over a decade following an increase of total funds of 6900% between

1978 and 2007 (Samila and Sorenson 2011). Furthermore, several studies present

positive findings, such as evidence that VCs might increase the efficiency of backed

firms (Chemmanur et al. 2011, Agarwal 2012) and an increase of venture capital in

Metropolitan Statistical Areas seems to correlate with the production of new firms in

that region and a surge in employment and aggregate income (Samila and Sorenson

2010). As a result, new forms of venture capital funding have emerged, that want to

benefit from this impressive development. Besides traditional venture capital funds

and angel investors, online syndicates have developed as a new way of investing in

promising start ups.

In April 2014, AngelList announced a new project called "Maiden Lane". Structured as
a small VC firm, it will only invest in AngelList syndicates - thereby breaking the

traditional VC model since limited partners provide capital to top angel investors

instead of working with VC firms as usual (Dillet 2014). Dan Primack (2014) sees in

this new form of online syndicates a disruption of angel investing.

While the complexity and attractiveness of traditional venture capital has instigated an

abundance of research papers covering many aspects of the industry from financial

contracts between venture capitalists and entrepreneurs to empirical studies measur-

ing the impact of VCs on the economy, little to nothing is known about this new form

of online syndicating. What are the differences between VC funds and online syndi-

cates? What are different risks and opportunities? And more importantly, how many

syndicates exist, who are the leads behind them, what is their track record and can

empirical analysis predict their success? Kaplan and Schoar (2005) as well as Za-

rutskie (2007) found empirical evidence that non-risk factors, such as venture capitalist

skills are driving part of the heterogeneity in VC fund returns. Can a similar trend be

found regarding online syndicates? The prospect of a new form of funding in the US

10



1 Introduction

VC industry combined with the lack of research has motivated me to take a first at-

tempt at looking into this form of financing and to develop a taxonomy classifying syn-

dicates. Given the novelty of the topic, this paper attempts to provide a first systematic

and empirical approach for investigating and classifying online syndicates, rather than

providing in-depth analysis of a specific problem. Furthermore, I will examine if

relationships or trends between certain syndicates with more backers and higher

funding and certain characteristics can be found. Hopefully, results derived from this

work can lay the basis for further research of online syndicates in the future.

1.2 Paper structure

In order to find answers to the above posed questions, this paper will define a

taxonomy of online syndicates by creating a database containing syndicate

characteristics.

Section 1.3 provides an overview of the most important terms and definitions that are

used in the context of venture capital and crowdfunding. In Chapter 2, I outline how

the venture capital industry started and evolved, followed by how the business model

works and what economics are underlying. Chapter 3 puts AngelList in the context of

venture capital and crowdfunding. I give an extensive introduction to online syndicates,

how they work and what makes them distinct from traditional VC funds. Finally, I

conclude Chapter 3 by describing the second industry (apart from venture capital) that

AngelList intersects with, namely crowdfunding. In Chapter 4, I explain how I collected

the data from which the syndicate taxonomy is compiled and outline the characteristics

I included. Chapter 5 begins by outlining the three major hypotheses about factors that

could influence why some syndicates raise more and have more people backing it

than others. I then continue to describe the sample in detail by work, reputation and

education characteristics for the total sample and quartiles by total funding raised and

number of backers. Once understanding the factors that most likely influence funding

and backers, I set up regression models with funding and backers as the dependent

variables. In Chapter 6, I discuss results, implications and limitations as well as

opportunities for future research.

11



1 Introduction

1.3 Terms and definitions

The following section presents general important terms, necessary to understand the

VC industry. VC experts interested in online syndicates are welcome to skip to later

sections. Specific terms referring to syndicates will be defined in Chapter 3.

Private Equity: Venture Capital is part of the larger private equity universe, which is

defined as "investments in private companies in privately negotiated transactions"

(Demaria 2010 Foreword I. 1). According to Prequin (2012) and Kaplan and Schoar

(2005) private equity is comprised of a variety of fund types including venture capital,

leveraged buy outs (LBO), real estate and others. In a report by Prequin (2011), LBOs

accounted for the largest amount of aggregated capital in the US and VCs for the

fourth largest.

Venture Capital: As a subunit of private equity it fulfills a specific role. Samila and

Sorenson (2011) define it as the process of funding high-potential companies through

private equity by professional financial intermediaries. Gompers and Lerner (2001)

add that target firms are typically small and young and otherwise face difficulty in

obtaining financing due to their high-risk and uncertain nature.

Angel Investors: Apart from VCs, another group of investors exists for high-growth,

high-risk startups. They are individual investors who often invest only in the very first

round of investment, also called "seed stage". These investors can be professional

investors (high net-worth individuals), successful entrepreneurs, friends or family

members (Prowse 1998). In order to act as an angel in an online syndicate they have

to be accredited investors according to SEC regulation standards.

Super angels: Recently, a new form of angel investors has been labeled "super

angels". They are also referred to as a hybrid model of VC and angel investors (Manjoo

2011) or micro VCs who can raise capital pools in the ranges of several million dollars

compared to traditional angels as their wide network allows them to attract more

backers. They are often experienced entrepreneurs who invest small amounts in many

startups. These investors have typically had one or more exits, are well-known in

entrepreneurial circles and can be valuable advisors to young startups (Feld and

12



1 Introduction

Mendelson 2013). They can act as a syndicate lead like a normal angel but have

important distinctions. According to Moran (2010), Ante and Tam (2010) and Ante

(2009), those angels act, unlike traditional angel investors, more like

professional investors. The Financial Times lexikon defines two main characteristics

of super angels. They make a significant number of investments in startups,

(considerably more than angels) and thereby are able to diversify their portfolios.

Furthermore, they usually have deep knowledge about the industries they invest in

and a wide network. These well-connected investors have earned exclusive access

to superior deals (proprietary deal flow). Whether super angels are among the

syndicate leads will be evaluated in Chapter 5.

Syndicate: In Chapter 3, this paper will provide a detailed definition of online

syndicates. However, the term syndicate was used in the VC industry long before

online syndicates were invented. According to Feld and Mendelson (2013) a syndicate

is a collection of investors. This can include any type of investor from angel investor

to a corporation or law firm, i.e. anyone purchasing an equity stake in the target firm.

Furthermore, each syndicate usually has a lead investor who will take the role of

negotiating terms for the entire syndicate, making it easier for the entrepreneurs to

focus during the negotiations.

Capitalization table: Babak Nivi (2007) describes in VentureHacks, the famous blog

that transformed into AngelList, the capitalization table (often referred to as cap table)

as a sheet defining which investors have what ownership stake in the company.

Exit: Black and Gilson (1997) argue that VCs provide funds in the form of money but

also in the form of monitoring and advisory services. The more a startup advances,

the less valuable advice from a VC becomes and the less money they need. Thus a

VC can then retrieve its investment and focus on other investments where it can

provide greater value. More importantly, an exit allows the VC to retrieve its money

with a potential return exceeding the initial investment. The two most common exit

possibilities are an IPO (initial public offering) and an acquisition by another company

(Black and Gilson 1997, Gompers and Lerner 2001). Even though exits through the

sale of the portfolio company are much more common than through an IPO, according

13



1 Introduction

to Gompers (1995) annual average return through an IPO is 60% versus 15% in

acquisition exits. If the investment in a startup fails, the venture capitalist has to write

the invested amount off his balance sheet. This method is not too uncommon given

the inherent risk of investing in early stage startups. The number, however, is difficult

to estimate, given non-disclosure policies of failed investments and selection-bias by

VCs (they announce mainly successful investments).

14



2 An Introduction to Venture Capital

2 An Introduction to Venture Capital

This chapter expands the view by giving a brief overview of the origins of venture

capital and how the venture capital business/cycle looks like.

2.1 The History of Venture Capital

A myriad of sources corroborate the fact that American Research and Development

(ARD), founded in 1946 was the first true venture capital firm (Feld and Mendelson

2013, Gompers and Lerner 2001). It was founded by MIT President Karl Compton,

Harvard Business School professor Georges F. Doriot and local business leaders. The

firm intended to invest in high-risk emerging companies based on technology from

World War 11. American Research and Development was structured as a closed-end

fund, i.e. a fund whose shares trade between investors like individual stock. Due to

the liquidity of the shares, SEC regulations did not preclude any type of investor from

engaging in transactions. However, institutional investors did not show much interest

in investing in risky investments such as in companies in the technology industry as

the last wave of computer-related startups had performed poorly (Feld and Mendelson

2013). As a result, shares were advertised particularly to individuals. Brokers chose

inappropriate investors such as elderly who were promised immediate returns but who

were not aware of the high risks. The risks can be illustrated by the fact that a $70,000

investment in Digital Equipment Company was worth $355 million 11 years later (Feld

and Mendelson 2013), accounting for half of ARD's profits during its 26 year existence.

To counter such problems limited partnerships were introduced in 1958. Yet, only a

qualified number of institutions and high net-worth individuals were permitted to invest

in those funds. These partnerships had finite lifetimes (usually ten years) and partners

had to return the assets within a set time period. In the 60s and 70s limited

partnerships became more common but still accounted for only a minority of all venture

capital funds. The situation changed dramatically in the 1980s when the U.S.

Department of Labor clarified its "prudent man" rule allowing pension fund managers

to invest in high-risk assets. By 1987 more than half of all VC contributions came from

pension funds (Gompers and Lerner 2001), in 2011 it was 25% (Prequin 2012).

Historically Silicon Valley has been the region with the highest investments from the

beginning of the industry followed by Massachusetts, especially Boston.

15



2 An Introduction to Venture Capital

In 2011, 32% of new venture money was invested in Silicon Valley followed by 18%

in Boston and New York combined (Prequin 2012).

125-

100-

75 -

50 -

25 -

0

Figure 1: Illustration of average annual VC returns in the US based on Gomper and Lerner (2001)

As can be seen in Figure 1 (Average annual rate of return that U.S. investors received

in Venture Capital funds) the industry has seen large fluctuations between 1974 and

1998. In the 1980s and 1990s VCs backed some of the most successful tech

companies including Apple, Cisco, Microsoft and Netscape. Between 1987 and 1991,

however, investments steadily declined due to overinvestments and inexperienced

VCs trying to enter the industry. This was followed by exponential growth in the 1990s

due to a surge in IPOs. One hypothesis is that successful IPOs such as those of Ebay

and Yahoo ignited public interest in VC investment.

2.2 The Venture Capital Business Model

This section shifts from the broader VC industry perspective to the VC business model

which is structured in so-called venture cycles. One venture cycle consists of raising

funds from limited partners, investing those funds in startups, sequentially monitoring

and adding value to the startups, exiting successful deals, returning capital to investors

and the venture capitalist raising additional capital for a new fund (Gompers and

Lerner 2001).

Once a cycle' starts and a VC has started its existence, the following employee

hierarchy applies to most firms. The most senior persons in the firm are called

managing directors (MD) or general partners (GP). They are responsible for raising

16
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2 An Introduction to Venture Capital

capital for follow-up funds to keep the VC firm running while money from old funds is

invested, they make the final investment decisions and sit on boards of directors of

companies they invested in. Pricipals or directors are junior deal partners. They are

one level below MD/GP and have some deal responsibility but normally require

support from the MD to complete a deal. Associates are next, working on an array of

tasks such as screening new deals, doing due diligence for existing deals, writing

memos and preparing presentations. They spend most time with the cap table, a

spreadsheet defining the economics of a deal. The typical tenure for associates is 2

years before they move on to business school, start their own startup or pursue other

endeavors. Analysts are at the bottom of the hierarchy. They are very junior, out of

college, highly intelligent and crunch numbers and write memos. Entrepreneurs in

residence are another type of possible employees. They are experienced

entrepreneurs who work for the firm for a limited amount of time while figuring out their

next company. The larger the VC, the more parties are involved. Large firms have

MDs, principals, associates, analysts, etc. whereas small firms might only consist of a

few managing directors.

As mentioned above, a cycle starts by MDs/GPs raising funds by convincing the

limited partners to commit a certain amount to the fund for a limited period of time.

GPs can use their expertise, entrepreneurial experience or former track record to gain

credibility. Once the GPs have raised enough money they will start to invest it in

startups. Limited partners can be endowments, public and private pension funds,
insurance companies, wealthy individual investors or other large institutions (Prequin

2014). As the term limited partner infers, they are not allowed to actively engage in

day-to-day operations or to interact with the invested companies but just provide

capital with a right for returns (Samila and Sorenson 2011).

The target companies are characterized by uncertainty, information asymmetries and

high risk (Gompers and Lerner 2001). External financing for these firms is costly and

difficult to obtain. Traditional financial intermediaries are usually not willing to provide

capital and thus venture capital organizations step in. They receive hundreds to

thousands of business plans per year. On average they do due dilligence on only 10%

of them and invest in only 1-3% of all companies that request funding (Jacobsohn

2014).

17



2 An introduction to Venture Capital

If a VC invests, it has a variety of tools and mechanisms to address the information

gaps and principal-agent issues. Monitoring tools include syndicating investments with

other VCs, taking seats on boards (allows VCs to replace the founder(s) if performance

lags (Hellmann and Puri 2002)) and compensation in form of stock options. Staged

capital infusion is another important control mechanism that allows venture capital

firms to keep entrepreneurs on a tight leash, only providing enough capital to reach

the next funding agreed on achieving milestones (Gompers and Lerner 2001). On top

of monitoring, they also provide management assistance and reputational capital, as

a venture capitalist backing a company can signal credibility with third parties (Black

and Gilson 1997). To turn the investment profitable venture capitalists need to turn the

illiquid stakes in a private company into a realized return (Gompers and Lerner 2001).

As mentioned in Section 1.3 terms and definitions, the two most common exits are

IPOs and acquitisions. As a matter of fact, a strong venture capital market is

empirically linked to a well developed stock market ( Black and Gilson 1997).

0

#MY

$50-

$40-

$30

$20-

$10 ~ TJ-H

Figure 2: Illustration of vC funding between 1969 and 1999 based on Gomper and Lerner (2001)

The rise and fall of venture capital activity in figure 2 is matched by a rise and fall in

IPO market activity. The most preferred exit option is indeed through IPO, in which the

company issues shares to the general public. Upon IPO, the VC's equity converts to

common stock and the VC loses all associated ownership rights (Kaplan and

Stroemberg 2003). Alternatively the target company can be acquired by another

private company. If the startup fails the VC has to write off the investment, setting the

value to 0 and incurring losses.
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2 An Introduction to Venture Capital

2.3 The Economics of Venture Capital

According to Kaplan and Schoar (2005) VC fund returns gross of fees exceed on

average the S&P 500. It is also known however, that approximately 80% of a typical

venture fund's returns are generated by 20% or less of the investments (Sahlman and

Gompers 2001). This section illustrates how proceeds are split between general

partners and limited partners.

A standard rule is that funds invest 1% of the fund size and limited partners account

for the remaining 99% (Mulcahy 2014). When the proceeds are paid out, limited

partners receive back their initial investment and GPs the 1 % they provided. Once the

initial investment has been repaid, General Partners usually receive 20%, called the

"carried interest" (Kaplan and Schoar 2005) and limited partners the remaining 80%.

Furthermore, most funds demand an annual management fee of 1.5-2.5%. This fee

does not allow the fund to generate profits but rather it allows to pay operations such

as salaries, lawyer fees, rent, etc. (Feld and Mendelson 2013. If for example, limited

partners committed $200 million, GPs commit 1% of this amount thus $2 million. On

the $200 million, limited partners pay an annual fee of $4 million (2%) to the GPs. If

after 10 years the fund is dissolved and the capital is $500 million, $200 million will be

paid back to the LPs, $2 million to the GPs and the remaining $298 million are split

$238.4 million (80%) for the LPs and $59.6 million (20%) for the GPs. While this

example is simplified and leaves out some other clauses that can be part of a term

sheet such as hurdle rates, it depicts the basic model.

Trhe wrtum capital indutrty has tour main players: entrepreneurs who need ftaadiaa, Irsv*stovs
who want high returnas investment bankers who need companies to sell and the venture capi-
telists who make money for themselves by making a market for the other three.

Corporatlons and Public markets
government and corporations

Figure 3: Illustration of VC players and the economics based on Zider (1998)
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3 AngelList and Online Syndicates

3 AngelList and Online Syndicates

Chapter 3 extends the discussion on what characterizes the VC industry and how it

works. It introduces AngelList and the fund type called online syndicates invented in

2013. I will explain the economics of those funds and outline differences and

commonalities with common VC funds.

3.1 AngelList

Naval Ravikant, the founder and CEO of AngelList, was born in Delhi in a middle-class

family. He moved to the US when he was 9 years old and was deeply immersed in

computer science in his high school time. He attended Dartmouth College and worked

several part-time jobs to afford his studies besides financial aid. After graduation he

moved to Silicon Valley and founded Epinions, an early online review site. When the

company was sold to Ebay he felt cheated on by his VC backers, not getting what he

thought he was entitled to. He and some colleagues sued the investors and it was

settled for an undisclosed amount. This experience of fledgling entrepreneurs being

taken advantage of by experienced venture capitalists motivated him to create a blog

called "Venture Hacks" where he offered advice on dealmaking for startups. In 2010,
"Venture Hacks" was turned into AngelList, a widely distributed email providing these

dealmaking tips which eventually evolved into the networking website (Stone 2014).

AngelList's mission is to make the VC industry digital and more transparent. Before

AngelList, entrepreneurs had to create their own personal networks to get meetings

with important VC's, then negotiate privately, with little transparency about fair market

value or alternative offers (Stone 2014).

With its introduction, AngelList offered startups in need of seed funding a platform

(Lytton-Dickie 2014). Two years later the site added a feature that allowed companies

to raise money from wealthy individuals through the website. In late 2013, the SEC

eased the US government's long-standing restrictions on fundraising under the JOBS

ACT, making it possible for startups to publicly solicit investors, which was previously

illegal (Geron 2013). The new law led to the introduction of "syndicates". Well-known

and accredited individual investors 2 could create pools of committed capital, like a

small fund, to make larger investments on a deal-by-deal basis. Backers thus got

access to the syndicator's deal flow and did not have to pay management fees as in

2 AngelList prefers angels with a track record and net worth of at least $2 million (Ante and Rusli 2013)
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3 AnqelList and Online Syndicates

traditional venture funds (Ante and Rusli 2013). In order to make AngelList attractive

for larger institutions whose minimum investment threshold might be as high as $10

million to $15 million it has started in early 2014 to launch a series of funds supporting

syndicate investments in 100 startups to make seed investing more scalable.

According to Ravikant those institutions have not invested in seed funding until now,

because it has not scaled enough and investments are too small, despite the

advantage of buying into a company in the earliest stage and being able to track a

company's progress (Primack 2014). AngelList itself wants to be seen as a neutral

platform and thus investors who finance the company AngelList itself do not get board

seats (Geron 2013).

In sum, AngelList has offered three major services since 2014: startups can solicit

funds on the platform, they can recruit team members through a recruiting tool and

angel investors and now institutions can invest in companies through online

syndicates. According to AngelList, $104 million were raised in 2014 for 243 startups

through 2,673 investors and 110 active syndicates. About 116,000 candidates were

on the recruiting platform resulting in 207,000 matches with 8,000 startups (AngelList

2014).

3.2 Online Syndicates

In this section 3 I start by explaining some general terms, then continue with

implications and procedures for the lead side, the backers side and the startup side

and finish with highlightening the idiosyncracies and differences with traditional VCs.

Syndicates were created with the intention to let startups raise venture-sized rounds

of money with ease (Eldon 2013). As an example, Jakub Krzych raised seed funding

of $20,000 for a technology startup in 2009, which took him six months. In September

2013, it took him three days to raise $250,000 for his startup Estimote through

AngelList (Ante and Rusli 2013).

3.2.1 General principles

A syndicate permits investors to co-invest along other notable investors. People who

back an investor's syndicate commit to invest in future deals (AngelList.com).

3 Section 3.2 is in most instances based on AngelList's help section
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Leads get paid the carry and have a leverage effect through the backers' capital. It

allows them to invest a multiple of their typical investment amount, thus giving them

access to more deals and startups with higher minimum commitmens. In addition they

can benefit from backers' networks bringing in more value to their investments.

Backers back up a lead investor. They get access to the lead's dealflow and the

investor's experience in picking and managing startup investments. Furthermore, they

can invest much less than the startups' minimum for a direct investment. In return they

pay the lead a carry.

Startups have access to more capital with fewer meetings, fewer investors committing

a multiple of their typical investment and backers' networks without having every single

backer on the cap table.

Carry stands for carried interest. It is a percentage of the profit of a fund. If a company's

exit return exceeds the intial investment, the lead receives a percentage of the profits

paid to the backers. The standard terms on AngelList are 5-20% to the lead and 5% to

AngelList per deal.

Out-of-pocket setup costs are costs for each deal such as fees for state regulatory

agencies, payment processors and accountants. They are deducted from the funds

raised from the backers and capped at $8,000 per syndicate deal. AngelList and the

lead will not receive carry until at least the backers' investments and these costs are

paid out. Startups do not face any costs in a syndicate deal.

LLC is a special purpose vehicle set up for each specific investment a syndicate

makes. Investors consequently do not invest directly in the company but this fund,
which is managed by Assure Fund Management and advised by the lead and

AngelList Advisors. The legal form obligates the lead angel to disclose any conflicts

such as other strategic or financial relationships with the startup (Eldon 2013).
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The SEC 99-investor limit restricts the number of accredited investors in a syndicated

deal to 99 individuals. However, qualified purchasers, being individuals worth more

than $5 million or trusts/companies with more than $25 million do not count toward

this limit. Thus a syndicate deal can accept 99 non-qualified, accredited investors and

an infinite number of qualified purchasers.

Accreditation refers to the SEC's requirement that all investors have to be accredited

in order to be able to open a syndicate. Accredited investors are defined as individuals

with an annual income of more than $200,000 or $1,000,000 in net assets (excluding

real estate) (SEC 2012). AngelList ensures that investors undergo the appropriate

investor screening (either certification for 506b financings or 506c/general solicitation

financings).

Non-backers are individuals who have not committed their capital to a syndicate but

still want to participate in a syndicate deal. They can make a reservation in such a

deal, like backers do as well when they are offered a deal in the syndicate, and invest

in the same fund as the backers and the lead and pay the same carry. Yet, if a deal is

oversubscribed, leads can select whom to allow to invest.

3.2.2 Leads

A syndicate can be formed by either individuals or a group such as VCs, incubators or

seed funds. A fund's right to form a syndicate depends on its agreement with the LPs.

Proceeds from a syndicate deal can be distributed to a fund's GPs, LPs or both. The

syndicate profile provides basic information such as the expected number of deals per

year, the average investment size, possible industries and investment strategies.

Leads are obliged upon opening a fund to provide a so-called written investment thesis

for every single investment and to disclose potential conflicts of interest, e.g.

possessing warrants, advisory shares or having made an investment in previous

rounds. They are required to make a significant investment in each of their syndicated

deals (at least 10% in contrast to 1% typically in VCs (Eldon 2013)) but they do not

have to syndicate every deal they invest in. Backers have limited information rights

but leads are expected to answer to backers' inquiries. This is important because if

leads are not transparent it can hurt their reputation, which is a critical factor for
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syndicates. Unlike in VC funds where you have the LPs money for a fixed time period

of around 10 years once they commit, the syndicate's number of backers and the

backing amount can fluctuate based on the perception and outcome of every single

deal (Willis 2014). A syndicate can be backed by any accredited investor but a lead

can accept or reject an investor or remove him at any point after he is accepted.

AngelList recommends to accept experienced investors and people the lead trusts and

wants to work with to reduce the likelihood of opting out of the syndicate or of having

unrealistic expectations. A lead can decide whether he wants information about a

specific deal to be published to his backers only, exclusive backers within the

syndicate, the general AngelList investor community, the general public or the press.

Regardless of this decision, the final decision of whom to pick to participate remains

with the lead in cooperation with the startup's founders. If the syndicate's possible

allocation for a deal is bigger than the total backing per deal, the amount will be

reduced pro rata per backer. If the pro rata amount is less than the minimum

investment required by the syndicate, the backer invests the minimum amount. If the

reduced amount still exceeds the possible allocation, the lead will reduce the number

of backers until the allocation is reached. Finally, whereas backers invest through the

LLC, leads directly invest in the company.

3.2.3 Backers

Every time a lead syndicates a deal, the backers will be notified and given the

opportunity to opt out of converting their backing into a reservation. The lead will give

an investment rationale and disclose any conflicts of interest. Backers agree to invest

in deals on the same terms as the lead and to pay the carry. Even though they can

opt out of specific deals, constantly doing so can then result in being removed by the

lead. On top of that they can also increase or reduce their investment in a particular

deal if it does not undermine the minimum investment and the lead agrees to it. When

a backer stops backing a syndicate, all existing investments in previous deals remain

intact. "Transparency" is a setting on the AngelList platform that allows the syndicate

lead to indicate whether all investments ($100K or more) are syndicated or not.

Syndicates not sharing all investments might suffer from adverse selection, i.e. the

lead does not syndicate the best investments but invests by himself. The information

a backer is entitled to usually is not as detailed as that for direct investors. On the other
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hand the reason a backer does not invest directly is because he does not have

sufficient funds to make an independent investment. Before investing in a syndicated

deal, backers will receive the following information: documents relating to a fund's

formation including the operating agreement, PPM and subscription agreement;

general terms of the investment with permission of the investee, qualitative updates

on the company status if available (such as status with customers or financing

excluding figures) and any information investors need for tax filing.

Profits can result when an exit opportunity arises and the lead advises the fund to sell

the syndicate's shares. This can only be done in line with restrictions associated with

the company that every regular investor is subject to.

3.2.4 Startups

Any US-based corporation can be syndicated. Startups only have to deal with the lead

who makes decisions as a representative for the fund. In a financing round, adding a

syndicate to the cap table is similar to adding a single large investor to the round

instead of every single backer. According to SEC, private companies are subject to a

limit of 2000 "shareholders of record". A syndicate investing in a startup only adds one

investor to the cap table. Startups can communicate with investors through AngelList

and post updates but are not required to do so.

3.3 The Economics of Online Syndicates

This section, based on AngelList's help section, will provide a basic example of how

the economics of a syndicate work. I will compare the pay out scheme to that of a

traditional VC to illustrate the important differences.

Gil is a well-known angel investor with a proven track record. Investors decide to back

his syndicate with $500K in each of his future deals and to pay a 20% carry. If a deal

opportunity comes up where the allocation amounts to $600K, Gil will invest $100K

and offers backers the option to invest up to $500K in the deal. If the amount is below

$500K, the lead can decide how much he wants to invest and offer the remaining

amount to his investors. As discussed in Section 3.2.2 Gil can eventually pick the

investors he wants to invest along with him if the deal is oversubscribed.

One of the differences compared to a VC is the flexibility of investors. They do not

have to commit their capital over the traditional VC period of 10 years but can decide
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to opt out of any deal. Whereas the carry in a VC is calculated on the outcome of a

portfolio, the carry in a syndicate is calculated on the outcome of a single deal per

company. In a VC the return in some deals must pay back the losses in others in the

portfolio before a carry is paid. Since syndicate leads do not have to return capital to

cover losses, backers investing in multiple deals pay a carry premium 1.4-1.5 times

higher than in the traditional VC model.

Table 1: Investment table for syndicate based on AngelList's help section

Investment Return Profit Carry

Company A $1OOK $0 -$100K $0

Company B $100K $0 -$100K $0

Company C $100K $0 -$100K $0

Company D $100K $200K $1 00K $20K

Company E $100K $1M $900K $180K

Total $500K $1.2M $700K $200K

In Table 1 we can see five companies that a syndicate has invested in. If someone

invested in company A, he will not get any return but if someone invested in company

D he will get his initial investment back, pay a 20% carry to the lead and receive a

return proportional to his backing amount from the remainder. Since a 20% carry is

paid on every syndicate profit, the overall carry is $200K for a $700K profit. The carry

is paid on the $220K and $1 M profit each and not the net profit of $700K.

Table 2: Investment table for VC fund based on AngelList's help section

Investment Return Profit Carry

Company A $1 00K $0 -$100K $0

Company B $100K $0 -$200K $0

Company C $100K $0 -$300K $0

Company D $100K $200K -$200K $0

Company E $100K $1M $700K $140K

Total $500K $1.2M $700K $140K
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Tabe 2 illustrates the model for a VC fund. Investments are not made in individual

companies but the entire portfolio and thus the carry is paid on the total net profit of

the portfiolio, e.g. on the $700K.

Table 3: Carry comparison syndicate vs VC based on AngelList's help section

Deal-by-deal Venture Fund

5% 7-7.5%

10% 14-15%

13.3% 20% (typical venture firm carry)

15% 21-22.5%

As we saw in Tables 1 and 2 the carry for the syndicate example was higher because

a carry was paid on two profits whereas in the VC fund a carry was paid on the net

profit. This net profit was lower than the total profit for the syndicate since losses were

compensated first. Table 3 hence shows the differences that backers can expect for

their carry when they invest either through a syndicate or a traditional VC fund.

AngelList

0 up

Lead invests 0
,r Syndidirectly0

Retr
Qualified pa"C etu uPon Start
purchasers- 8acke 'ilt LL

Accredited c %peC.'i"
investors

Fees (regulatory agencies,
accountants, etc.)

Figure 4: AngelList syndicate investment cycle

Summarizing how a syndicate works as described throughout Chapter 3, a syndicate

starts with a lead registering it on AngelList. Backers can then agree to provide money

to the syndicate every time an investment opportunity comes up. The syndicate lead
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asks backers if they want to invest and if they agree he creates an LLC through which

the money is invested in the startup. The lead invests directly in the target company.

Upon exit, backers receive their initial investment first, then a carry is paid to the lead

and AngelList and the remainder is paid to backers.

3.4 Differences between syndicates and traditional VC funds

Having established an understanding of the overall VC industry as well as the specifics

of online syndicates I will concisely summarize the differences between syndicates

and traditional VC funds which have been mentioned throughout Chapter 3.

In general, backing a lead and investing in a VC fund can be complementary. VC funds

often invest the money over a significant time period, e.g. 10 years before returning

any profits. Backers also invest in the fund whose GP then decides in which

companies to invest. In a syndicate backers invest in the lead and can participate in

specific deals or opt out at any time. The minimum investment in a syndicate can be

as low as $1,500 per deal whereas the minimum in a VC fund (depending on the fund

size) is usually $100K or higher (Heyming 2009). Leads are required to invest more

per deal than GPs do. In a syndicate, backers do not have to pay management fees

unlike in the traditional model.

3.5 AngelList in the context of crowdfunding

Bagnoli and Lipman wrote in their research paper "Provision of Public Goods: Fully

Implementing the Core through Private Contributions" in 1989, long before the Internet

or crowdfunding platforms even existed, about the relationship between a large group

of funding providers and the resulting good as well as associated free-rider problems

and information asymmetry. With the rise of the Internet, this dynamic could not only

be realized between public goods and private investors but between any product and

investors as long as enough people funded the necessary capital.

With Indiegogo (launched in 2007) and Kickstarter (launched in 2009) the first

crowdfunding platforms emerged in the mid-2000s. Lawton and Marom (2010)

analyzed the crowdfunding market and described it as small in economic activity but

expanding with respect to industry variety and transaction volume. Agrawal et al.

(2014) define crowdfunding as an exchange of small funding increments, often

through platforms where funders and recipients can communicate and receive
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updates about the product. Before the the JOBS act was passed in 2012, private

individuals were not allowed to receive equity in return for funding and thus instead

were granted access to the product for a discount or other benefits.

After the JOBS act, it was possible for accredited investors to invest in

companies or products in return for equity (SEC 2012). In this context AngelList rose

to one of the most prominent equity crowdfunding platforms in the US (Outlaw 2013).
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4 Methodology of data collection process for syndicate database
After establishing a common knowledge of the VC industry and online syndicate model

in Chapters 2 and 3, I will now turn the discussion to the core of this paper, namely,

establishing an overview of the online syndicate landscape and examining several

hypotheses to answer whether the popularity of certain syndicates can be explained

by certain lead syndicate character traits. First, I will explain the data set, how I

collected the data and what rationale lies behind the hypotheses. If I refer to a variable

it is highlighted in italic in subsequent sections.

4.1 Syndicate Database

The basis of my analysis is a database containing 154 syndicates listed as "active" on

AngelList. Of those 154 syndicates, 113 are founded by angels, 22 by VCs, 10 by seed

funds and 9 by incubators. Furthermore, the database has 93 specific variables. They

can be divided into subcategories of syndicate specific, education-related, work

experience-related and angel reputation/popularity variables. Syndicate specific

variables include everything related to the syndicate such as number of backers,

amount of funding raised, syndicate investments, expected deals and others.

Education variables include undergrad and graduate degrees as well as a ranking

based on the universities attended. Work variables among others are years of

experience in certain industries such as consulting, finance, positions as a manager,

years as an entrepreneur and number of board seats held in the angel's lifetime. Other

work variables include investments done by the syndicate lead either as an individual

or via the syndicate and number of exits through acquisitions and IPOs. In the fourth

category, reputation/popularity variables, I included the number of Twitter followers, a

measure of amplification defined as retweets per 100 tweets and the number of

specific Google search results related to a syndicate in the past year. I will provide

more details on the data collection and specific assumptions behind certain variables

in the next section. For an overview of all 93 variables please refer to Exhibit 1.

4.2 Data collection

In order to gather a holistic set of data for syndicates I used the three databases from

AngelList, Linkedln and Crunchbase to construct the variables mentioned in Section

4.1. AngelList provides most information related to the syndicates themselves,
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Linkedin gives detailed information on the leads' educations, work experiences, board

seats and sometimes investments. Crunchbase complements both databases by

providing information on education, work experience, board seats and companies

founded and invested in. It should be mentioned here that given the private nature of

the industry, the correctness of information strictly relies on what leads decide to post

on AngelList, Linkedln and Crunchbase. This can lead to selection bias as it is known

that in the VC world negative events are often not reported such as failed investments.

Moreover, this can lead to survivorship bias and overstatement of success. Thus, I

decided to use three databases in order to not only complement the data but also

cross-reference it. This allowed me to mitigate the issue to a certain extent.

Nevertheless, I will address the problem again in my conclusion and how to interpret

the results with respect to this fact.

4.2.1 Syndicate data

My sample is restricted to those syndicates listed on AngelList as "active", implying

they have made or are about to make at least one syndicate investment. The rationale

is that this paper tries to provide an overview of the active syndicate landscape and to

investigate what drivers influence how large a syndicate gets. I wanted to avoid an

issue that arose with Kevin Rose's syndicate for example (Dan Primack 2014). He

created a syndicate to get a better understanding of how they work but has not yet

actively invested. He has 688 backers and $3.5 million in committed funding. Including

such syndicates that might never really invest could artifically inflate and influence my

analysis. The most important variables are number of backers and total committed

capital by backers as both serve as the dependent variables in my regression analysis.

Backers have a subsection indicating how many are notable investors, entrepreneurs,

developers, designers or attorneys. As I mentioned that one advantage of syndicates

is the ability to leverage the backers' network to provide additional value to the portfolio

companies, those numbers can be imortant indicators.

Information related to syndicates is only available on AngelList.com, so I had to rely

on the accuracy provided by the leads. The information of number of backers, funding,

etc. is frequently updated and constantly updating the information while conducting

the analysis to include changes would have been inefficient. I have indicated

the dates on which I collected the data in my database to provide transparency on the
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data I used to conduct the analysis. Some syndicates have missing datapoints. Most

of the data is not relevant to the analysis and where it is, I will state the true sample

size to account for missing data.

4.2.2 Lead characteristics

The variables that I chose to describe lead characteristics are derived from the

hypotheses explaining why people choose certain syndicates over others. These

characteristics are in line with research and empirical findings. Hochberg et al. (2007)

showed that certain indicators such as education, work experience and investment

experience are positively correlated with VC fund performance and this in return can

be associated with people believing that those funds will perform better in the future. I

explain the hypotheses in more detail in Chapter 5.

AngelList lists certain biographical information on leads such as universities attended,

companies founded, companies worked for, advisor and board member positions.

However, it is not indicated how long the positions were held and advisory and board

seats often only include current positions. Therefore, I had to refer to other databases.

Resumes are difficult to find and often not publicly available. Other premium biography

databases are not exhaustive to contain all leads so I decided to choose Linkedln and

Crunchbase as they contained more than 95% of leads. Furthermore both databases

are sufficiently standardised so that many characteristics are the same for every

person, which made it more viable to include them in the database.

I recorded the undergraduate and graduate degrees attained by every single angel

investor as well as whether he graduated in his undergrad in business, engineering,

computer science or others. I will further explain this in the next Chapter. For graduate

studies I differentiated whether the person obtained an MBA, a Master or other (such

as JD). Since undergrad and MBA degrees made up the largest portion of all angel

degrees, I included the universities for those two categories. Unlike in many research

papers, I did not classify whether an angel attended an Ivy League university or not,
but rather looked at more holistic rankings from US College news and Times higher

education ranking for undergraduate universities and at US College news for MBA

rankings and classified both degrees in the Top 15, the next best 35 and the rest.

Some Ivy League universities are ranked worse than the Top 15, thus thereby I

attempted to avoid a bias as characteristics of prestigious universities like networks,
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job access, high pre-selection are common in the world's top universities and not

restricted to Ivy League. For the analysis, I created the dummy variables Undergrad,

MBA, Undergrad University Top15, Undergrad University Next best 35, Undergrad

Other, MBA Top 15, MBA Next best 35, MBA Other, Undergrad Business, Undergrad

Engineering, Undergrad Computer Science and Undergrad Other to analyze the

parameters. Cross-referencing Linkedln, AngelList and Crunchbase I could verify

degrees and universities per syndicate lead.

In addition, I recorded an array of work-related variables. I looked at years of

experience as entrepreneur, number of startups founded acquired, number of startups

founded with IPO, number of startups founded, number of board seats and work

experience in consulting, 1B, engineering, VC or as manager. For all variables except

for years of experience in consulting, finance, engineering, VC or as manager

(LinkedIn only), I looked at AngelList, LinkedIn and Crunchbase since some databases

were missing data or numbers would differ. I combined the different data in one

variable for each characteristic. My assumption was that when several databases

provided different numbers, the highest number would be correct since overstating the

number of years in a field could be detected more easily than leaving out information

(information stated can be looked up to verify). Reputation in the industry is so

important that I assumed angels would rather leave out information than falsifying it.

Thus, I supposed some numbers were lower because they had not been updated.

To describe investor characteristics, I recorded years of experience as investor,

number of startups invested in, number of personal investments, number of syndicate

investments, number of startups invested in acquired and number of startups invested

in with IPO. Likewise, I consulted all three databases to compare the information and

used the highest number in all three databases as I assumed it would be the number

most likely to be correct.

Last but not least, I decided to include some measure for the popularity of a lead

syndicate. As mentioned by Willis (2014) and other angel investors, reputation is highly

important in this industry and an important factor in the success of raising capital. To

include this claim in my analysis I used three variables. I tracked Twitter followers for

each investor who has a profile on Twitter. Second, I used a metric from Twtrland.com,

a company that specializes in metrics related to Twitter. This metric is called

amplification and measures how many retweets are generated per 100 tweets. This
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indicates how often a message is populated on the web and indiretly implies the

attention a Twitter user gets from the general web. Third I used advanced Google

search settings to look at how often the specific name of an angel investor is

mentioned in combination with the words entrepreneur and angel in articles from the

last year. This proxy has some limitations as double counts of articles and Google

results, not related to the angel investor but someone with a similar name, are

possible. By including the words entrepreneur and angel I tried to minimize this

problem and skimming the first few result pages did not reveal double results. The

problem of results not pertaining to the searched entity is not given for incubators, VCs

and seed funds as they have very specific names.

VCs, incubators and seed funds often have more than one founder so as a result those

syndicates have several variables for education-, work- and reputation-related

variables. In order to account for that, adjustments had to be made for variables. One

possibility is to define dummies such as Undergrad, MBA, Undergrad University

Top15, MBA Top15, Undergrad Business, etc. as at least one member of an angel,

VC, incubator or seed fund fulfilling the criteria. For angels it is always at least one and

for the other entities it can be one or more. For variables showing the accumulated

number of years having worked in a certain industry, e.g. years as entrepreneur,

investor experience as well as work experience in consulting, 1B, engineering, VC and

managing positions, one could use the member with most experience as

representative for the VC, fund or incubator (the most senior member is most likely

the fund manager). For number of startups founded one could use the median or

average across all founders. With regard to investments, those that have been done

by the VC, incubator or seed fund should be counted, not the sum of the individual

founders. Finally, Twitter followers and Google search results are those of the VC,

incubator or fund. In some rare cases if the entity does not have a Twitter account but

the individual members populated the fund through their Twitter accounts, the

followers of the individuals can be summed up.

While syndicates with more than one member are included in my database for

completion purposes and future research, the focus of this research paper is on

syndicate funds with one syndicate lead.
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5.1 Hypotheses
In this chapter I establish the reasoning behind the selection of variables I have taken

related to syndicates and syndicate leads since collecting every possible variable is

inefficient and impracticable. The 93 variables I chose are based on assumptions I

made before compiling the data. In the process of building the regression model I will

narrow these variables further down. For all hypotheses I assumed that most backers

did a due dilligence before investing in the syndicate and thus knew most of these

variables I looked at, since they are publicly available on the Internet. Whether the

variables infer positive or negative implications, will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.1.1 Dependent variables - Syndicate characteristics

The number of backers and funding raised will be important variables in the regression

as they will serve as dependent variables to measure the success a syndicate has to

attract backers and funding based on independent variables.

5.1.2 Hypothesis I - Work experience plays a role in attracting funding/backers

The first variable I looked at is years of experience as entrepreneur. The underlying

assumption here is that if you have been an entrepreneur yourself you can better

analyse startup teams and recognize whether they have the potential to lead a startup

to success. Having been an entrepreneur, leads know difficulties startups face

independently of the industry and can provide valuable advice when managing the

syndicate portfolio. Having been on the other side, syndicate leads should also be able

to negotiate fair and beneficial equity terms for founders and investors. As a

conclusion, entrepreneurial experience is predicted to be seen as a positive trait by

backers and thus results in more backers and a higher funding. What the magnitude

of this variable is on the number of backers and amount of founding and whether an

increase in the number of years is positively correlated with more backers and funding

remains to be examined. Related to years of experience as entrepreneur is also the

number of startups founded by each entrepreneur. The dynamics of having worked in

several different startups versus a longer time in one startup can have different

implications. An entrepreneur who worked in several startups possibly worked in

different industries and with different teams and was exposed to a wider array of
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problems. This diversity of experiences can enable him to better analyze new teams

and startups as opposed to someone who has worked in only one startup or none at

all and advice can be more multifold depending on the situations a startup is facing. If

backers know the lead has experience in several startups they might feel more secure

backing him. Not only the years and number of startups play a role in this field but

especially the success a lead has had as an entrepreneur. Maybe he worked in only

one startup but sold it to another company versus someone who worked in 10 but was

not able to exit any of them. My hypothesis is that a higher number of exits in

acquisitions as well as IPOs assures backers that if the lead was able to manage his

own startups successfully and led them to an exit, he can do so with his portfolio

companies as well. A correlation between number of startups founded and exits as

well as a correlation with backers and funding should be tested.

The line of argumentation for years of experience as investor is very similar. More

years as an investor could be associated with more knowledge about what the lead is

doing. This variable should be correlated with exits (acquisitions/IPOs) of invested

startups to find out whether backers value accumulated years alone or success

achieved in those years.

Despite these two experiences that are directly related to a syndicate, I also looked at

years of experience in consulting, investment banking, engineering, VCs and as a

manager. For consulting the idea is that management consultants typically acquire a

very specific set of skills such as knowledge of various industries, high analytical

capabilities, tools for working in a very structured way under high pressure and working

with executives. All these traits are important for a startup. In the beginning, the

entrepreneur has to analyze the addressable market, do a market sizing, prepare a

business plan and other tasks. Startups work under high pressure and uncertainty. If

the lead worked as a management consultant before he could provide the startup team

with valuable knowledge about how to better manage their business. Similar traits hold

for investment bankers with a higher focus on quantitative skills. Thus I believe

consulting could be more valuable than investment banking. The investment banker's

network could include VCs which can be helpful for the startups when raising funds.

Having worked as an engineer, the syndicate lead could directly engage with practical

knowledge in computer science or mechanical engineering when needed by the

startups. This knowledge could also help the lead to better understand the products
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and ideas of the companies especially in the tech industry. Finally, experience as a

venture capitalist could indicate that he knows how to negotiate good terms for his

backers and has experience in selecting startups. As a former venture capitalist he

might also have a network that is valuable for funding rounds. This experience is very

similar to years as an investor. Experience as a manager combines all of the above

and generally helps when managing the portfolio companies. The number of board

seats can be an indicator for having a wide network of many companies, helpful when

different types of advice are needed.

While my hypotheses in work experience relate to a positive correlation, they can also

have negative effects on the number of backers. Experience as a consultant or

investment banker could be associated with not having the right skills for leading a

syndicate resulting in fewer backers. Being on many boards could mean that the lead

does not have enough time to manage the portfolio companies so investors are wary.

The downside of having a, formerly very successful angel, as a lead could be that he

is less focused on making a financial return but rather experiments with investing in

different industries thus making riskier decisions without the necessary due dilligence.

I hope to shed more light on this discussion after having looked at the correlation

coefficients.

5.1.3 Hypothesis I - Reputation plays a role for attracting funding/backers

Despite the difficulty of measuring reputation, the second hypothesis assumes that

syndicate leads who have a positive reputation and higher publicity can attract more

backers and funding. The same holds for negative effects if publicity is associated with

negative actions. Twitter followers can approximate to the number of people who are

interested in a person's life. Retweets measure how active those followers are and to

what extent they engage with the angel investors. Finally, Google search results can

lead to more publicity if people find more results when looking for information about a

person. The more information a backer finds, the better he can do his due dilligence

which minimizes the risk for him of investing in the syndicate. More well-known angels

are usually also associated with having a larger network which is beneficial for

attracting more backers based on their personal recommendation and they can more

easily find an expert if advice is needed for a startup.
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5.1.4 Hypothesis III - Education influences a syndicate investor's success

Even though some very successful startups have been founded by college dropouts,

the main thesis is that having completed an undergraduate degree ensures a certain

intelligence and set of skills such as structured working and analytical and logical

thinking, crucial to becoming a successful angel investor. Furthermore, I do not only

believe that the degree itself is important but also the major and the university at which

the degree was attained. For the major, I examined business/economics, computer

science, engineering and others. Business/economics is usually a very quantitative

and analytical program that equips a lead with the necessary knowledge to evaluate

a business plan. Computer science and engineering are not only quantitative but

depending on the idea can provide the lead with direct knowledge to understand the

product in-depth and to better predict its success. Whether the lead graduated from a

top 15 university or the next best 35 or worse can also have important implications.

From a backer's point of view the university usually provides a signal about the

selection process the lead went through when getting into the university. Ivy leagues

or Standford and MIT are usually associated with a high level of competition and a

resulting large and valuable life-long network. Those networks can provide the lead

with propietary deal flow and connections. Similar assumptions hold for higher

degrees, especially MBAs but also Masters and others. MBAs are in particular

associated with strong networks and add business skills to those leads who did not

study business in their undergraduate studies. A backer might think that having an

MBA from a top university allows the lead to get access to the best deals through his

large network and the education he received equipped him well for analyzing and

supporting the portfolio companies. On the other hand studying a difficult major like

computer science and attending a top university can be a self-selection process for

highly capable individuals and thus not having any impact on the success of the

syndicate. How a backer views these qualities will be evaluated in Chapter 6.

5.2 Syndicate sample description

The subsequent section describes lead syndicate characteristics. This section is

divided into three parts. First a description of the total population is provided to furnish

the reader with a better understanding of the overall landscape. The analysis then digs

deeper in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, which disect the sample by quartiles and order the
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sample by total funding amount per syndicate and total number of backers, the two

dependent variables for syndicate funds (see Exhibits 2 and 3). Total population,

sample by funding and sample by number of backers are each divided into 3

subsections starting with work-related characteristics followed by education-related

characteristics and reputation-related characteristics. Median values are presented in

parenthesis after averages. The analysis of quartiles by funding and number of

backers intends to highlighten important differences in characteristics compared to the

overall sample to help better understand which factors contribute to successfully

raising funding or attracting backers.

5.2.1 Total sample

The total sample consists of 113 angel investors who operate as syndicate leads on

AngelList at the time the research was conducted. The dependent variables describing

syndicates are composed of number of backers with subgroups of backers such as

notable investors, entrepreneurs and others, and total funding raised.

# Backers
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%

8%
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4%

2%0.11. I

U # Backers

Figure 5: Number of backers distribution for total sample

The total number of backers ranges from 0 to 782 with an average of 41.71 (8) (see

Figure 5). The large majority of 77% have between 0 and 100 backers and 7% have

ranges between 100 and 800 backers. 35% have between 1 and 10 notable investors,

47% between 1 and 100 entrepreneurs and 40% 1 to 20 or more developers. While

most syndicates have neither notable investors, entrepreneurs, developers, designers

nor attorneys, those that do, mostly belong to the top 25%.
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Total syndicate funding
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Figure 6: Total funding amount distribution for total sample

Funding ranges between $0 and $4,900,000 with a mean of $314,719 ($119,500).

70% of syndicates have funding between 0 and $500,000 with 27% 0 - $100,000 and

14% $100,000 to $200,000 (see Figure 6).

5.2.1.1 Work-related characteristics

Years of experience as entrepreneur, investor, consultant, investment banker,

engineer, venture capitalist or manager as well as number of board seats, number of

investments, acquisition and IPO exits of startups invested in, startups founded and

acquisition and IPO exits of startups founded are the most important work variables.

Reasoning for the selection is given in Section 5.2.

Entrepreneurial experience for all leads ranges from 0 to 20 with an average of 6.7

years (6). Investor experience lies between 0 and 18 years and a mean of 5 (4).

Startups founded range from 0 to 23 and an average of 3.19 (3). While 25% of leads

have no entrepreneurial experience at all, 10% have each 0-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8, 8-10, 10-

12 and 12-16 years of experience. 10% of all leads have no experience as an investor,

60% between 1 and 6 years. Most leads including the top 25% have in common that

the majority has neither worked in consulting (69%), investment banking (78%),

engineering (66%) or venture capital (69%). It should be noted that engineering work

experience mostly refers to having worked as an engineer in large companies and

might underestimate the actual engineering experience. Most startup founders do not

specify their tasks on LinkedIn so that the possible engineering experience as a startup
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founder is not captured. Instead startup founding experience is measured under

managing positions. Managing positions, defined as having worked as a CEO, VP,

project manager or founder in a company is more prevalent among leads. 25% have

worked between 1 and 8 years as a manger in various companies, another 49%

between 8 and 16 years. Around 50% of all leads do not sit on any board, 50% sit on

1 to 9 boards with a mean of 2.45 (1).

In the last part of work characteristics we look at number of startups invested in and

founded by leads as many have worked in startups themselves before opening a

syndicate. Investments lie between 0 and 139, averaging 22.82 (11). Half of all funds

have 0 to 15 investments, another 37% between 15 and 75. I supplement this data

from AngelList with input from two other sources (Linkedln, Crunchbase) to account

for selection bias. All three databases taken together, 46% have 0 to 15 investments

and 40% 15 to 75. This corroborates that AngelList data seems to be accurate.

According to AngelList data over 50% of syndicate leads have no acquisition exits of

invested startups, on average 2.06 (0). 44% have between 1 and 10 exits. Only 7%

have 1 or 2 IPO exits, averaging 0.14 (0). Data from Linkedln, Crunchbase and

AngelList indicates that 50% have no acquisition exits and 46% between 1 and 9 exits.

10% have 1 to 3 IPO exits. Whether a positive correlation exits between number of

investments and exits will be examined in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 16% of all leads

have not founded a startup at all, 44% between 1 and 3 startups, 37% between 3 and

9 startups. Of those startups founded, 66% had no exit at all, 30% sold between 1 and

3 companies and 4% had 1 company with an IPO. Acquisition exits for founded

startups lie between 0 and 4, averaging 0.52 (0) and IPOs between 0 and 1 with a

mean of 0.04 (0). Finally, about 60% of syndicates are located in the Silicon Valley/San

Francisco area.

5.2.1.2 Reputation characteristics

Reputation is, undoubtedly, difficult to measure and thus as a proxy the number of

Twitter followers, the number of retweets per 100 tweets and "Google search results

per lead name last year" attempt to capture a person's reputation. On average, the

sample population has 47312 (2551) followers. The median gives a more realistic

picture since large outliers of very popular angels distort the distribution picture. Last
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year's search results revealed on average 727 (28) results per syndicate lead. Again,

the median seems more informative than the mean.

Among angel leads, 66% have between 1 and 10,000 Twitter followers, 17% have

more than 10,000 followers and only 4% of all leads have between 200,000 and

1,000,000 followers 4. Given that most angels have 10,000 followers or less, it remains

to be tested how good of an indicator Twitter followers really can be. Another measure

to capture how much impact an investor has is amplification, which is defined by how

many retweets his status messages generate on Twitter. 61% generate only 200

retweets per 100 tweets. Lastly, 70% generated between 1 and 80 Google search

results within last year.

5.2.1.3 Education-related characteristics

The final section depicts the differences in education among the 113 syndicate leads.

87% have at least a Bachelor's degree, 5% have no degree and 8% did not indicate

their education. Among the 87% who completed an undergraduate degree, 21%

graduated in business/economics, 24% in computer science, 16% in engineering and

36% in a variety of other majors.

As explained in Section 4.2.2, I used a combination of rankings to classify undergrad

and MBA universities. According to this classification, 39% came from a top 15

undergraduate university, 20% from the next best 35 and 41% from all other

universities. 23% have an MBA as highest degree, 19% a Masters, 7% a degree such

as MPA, MD, JD and 37% a Bachelor as highest degree. Of those who completed an

MBA, 75% attended a top 15 business school.

Overall the average fund has 42 backers and $315,000 in funding which is

skewed towards high outliers as a median of $119,500 indicates. 75% of leads

have experience as an entrepreneur and 90% as an investor but most have not

worked in either consulting, IB, engineering or VC. 50% have 0 to 15 total

investments and a median of 2551 Twitter followers. 87% have at least a

Bachelor's degree with no particular concentration in one specific field. 39%

come from a top 15 undergraduate institution.

4 17% have made no indication about Twitter followers or do not have an account
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5.2.2 Quartiles by funding

To better understand which characteristics could be responsible for raising more

funds, I divided the data into 4 quartiles, a top performing fourth quartile, followed by

the third best, second and first, based on the total amount of funding each angel

raised. The analysis will show important differences in averages and medians for

different characteristics compared to the total sample. With regard to the two

dependent variables total funding and number of backers, the following observations

can be made (see Figures 7 and 8):

# Backers
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Range of # Backers - Average

Figure 7: Number of backers distribution by quartile

The graph (see Figure 7) illustrates that the fourth quartile has almost 100 backers

more on average than the total sample. Furthermore, while most angels do not have

any notable investors, developers, entrepreneurs, designers or attorneys, top quartile

investors are backed by 2.9 notable investors, 28.9 entrepreneurs and 8.7 developers

whereas all other angels are not backed by a particular type of backer on average.
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Total syndicate funding
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Figure 8: Total funding amount distribution by quartile

Given that the sample was ordered from highest to lowest funding amounts, the graph

is not surprising (see Figure 8). The gap between different quartiles, however, is

striking. 4th quartile investors have on average $760,000 more in funding than the

next quartile and more than $670,000 more in funding than the overall average.

Whether differences in other characteristics can explain the gaps in the independent

variables will be examined in the following pages. A complete table including all

variables can be found in Exhibit 1.

5.2.2.1 Work-related characteristics

Across all quartiles, greatest differences can be observed for years as entrepreneur,

years as investor, number of startups founded, number of startups invested in and

number of startups invested in acquired.

Years experience as Entrepreneur
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Figure 9: Years of experience as an entrepreneur per angel per quartile
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Top quartile investors have 1.4 years on average more experience as an entrepreneur

than the total population (see Figure 9). Backers could possibly believe that more

entrepreneurial experience means the syndicate leads better understand a startup's

dynamics and can thus make better decisions that lead to better outcomes. A

correlation of 0.6 between years as entrepreneur and number of startups founded

might corroborate this statement because the more startups a lead has founded, the

more different situations he has encountered, and thus the lead might be able to better

foresee potential problems in other startups.

Years experience as Investor
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Figure 10: Years of experience as an investor per angel per quartile

Experience as an investor (see Figure 10) could serve as an indicator for making good

investments. The gap between 4th quartile angels and the next quartile as well as the

population's average, is a difference of about 3 years of experience. Experience as an

investor could be even more valuable than entrepreneurial experience from a backer's

point of view as it is more directly tied to making investments. The hypothesis can be

supported by correlations of 0.55 between years as investor and number of startups

invested in and a correlation 0.48 between years as investor and number of startups

invested in acquired (see Exhibit 3). The correlation between entrepreneurial

experience and number of investments is 0.26 and 0.2 for number of startups invested

in acquired. The correlation between total syndicate funding and years as investor is

0.3 and 0.2 between funding and years as entrepreneur. Whether mere experience is

enough or if it has to be combined with a proven track record remains to be examined.
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# Startups founded
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Figure 11: Number of startups founded by quartile

The best 25% of syndicate leads have founded 1.4 startups more than the overall

sample average (see Figure 11). The 3rd quartile has 0.4 startups less on average

than the 2nd quartile. Despite the inconsistent trend across quartiles the correlation

between total funding and number of startups founded is a moderate 0.36.
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Figure 12: Number of startups invested in per angel per quartile

The top leads have invested in their lifetime in almost 30 startups more on average

than the next quartile or the total sample average (see Figure 12). A correlation of 0.44

between total funding and number of startups invested in as well as 0.8 between

number of startups invested in and acquisition exits, could undergird a backer's

perception of a more likely successful outcome if the investor invests in more startups.

Investing in more startups can result in a higher probability of an exit and thus

contribute to more funding.
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Another important subset of startup investments is the number of syndicated

investments since backers only participate in those. Top 25% investors have on

average 2.3 syndicated deals, 3rd quartile investors only 0.9 followed by 0.7 and 0.1

in the last two quartiles.
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Figure 13: Number of startups invested in with acquisition exits

Akin to number of startups founded, we can see a similar trend for acquisition exits

(see Figure 13). This trend can be explained by the high correlation of 0.8 between

both variables. 4th quartile investors have had 4 exits more than the total average and

5 more than the next quartile. Acquisition exits correlate with funding raised by a factor

of 0.4.

Most other variables do not reveal discerning insights. Across all quartiles the large

majority has no experience in consulting (70%), IB/Trading (68%-85%) or VCs (65%-

75%). This might refute the initial hypothesis that many leads come from those

professions as they are associated with certain traits and experiences that might be

important when making investment decisions. Engineering experience is low but might

be understated as explained in Section 5.2.1.1. Furthermore, board seats have a

correlation of 0.08 with total funding. 4th and 3rd quartile investors have 2.8 seats on

average compared to the total sample average of 2.45. Managing positions

experience is uniform across all quartiles since most leads either come from CEO or

SVP positions, or have been a founder of a startup. Thus, average managing

experience is 11 years, 11.5 years, 10 years and 12 years from top to bottom quartile.

Finally, around 70% of the top quartile is located in Silicon Valley compared to the
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average of 62%. A low correlation of 0.16 between total funding and Silicon Valley as

primary location might support the argument that the online nature of an AngelList

syndicate supersedes the need to be located near the investor and thus whether the

lead is located in Silicon Valley becomes less important from a backer point of view5 .

5.2.2.2 Reputation characteristics

Twitter follower numbers (see Figure 14) as well as Google search results vary widely

across quartiles.
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Figure 14: Number of Twitter followers per angel by quartile

For Twitter followers, 4th quartile leads have 85,000 followers on average (see Figure

14). This number is very high for an individual who is not considered a prominent

person, such as an actor, a singer, an athlete or a politician, whose publicity is

enhanced by the media. Top quartile investors have 81,000 followers more than the

next quartiles. In quartile two, Nasir Jones has been excluded as he is a prominent

rapper and his outlier follower number of 1,690,000 would distort the average trend of

the 2nd quartile investor follower numbers. The correlation between funding raised

and Twitter followers is 0.33.

For Google search results the upper 25% had on average 770 results when someone

looked for their name in combination with the words entrepreneur and angel. This is

more than 700 results more than for any other quartile. It should be mentioned that

5 This does not mean that the location is not important for the lead. According to catalini et al. (2015) and Sorenson
and Stuart (1999 and 2008), most syndicate investors still invest in local startups due to information asymmetries
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since Google search results can contain noise, i.e. results that do not belong to the

investor, those numbers have to be interpreted carefully (see Section 4.2.2).

5.2.2.3 Education-related characteristics

Differences in education across quartiles are not evident. While the majority of top

quartile leads studied computer science (32%), so did 2nd quartile investors (29%).

Further, 46% of the top 25% went to a top 15 undergrad university, but 52% of the 2nd

quartile went to a top institution as well. A quarter of leads attracting the most funding

did an MBA and 86% of those went to a top 15 business school. 25% of the 2nd

quartile completed an MBA as well, with 71% of those going to a top 15 business

school. While it can be concluded that most leads have at least a Bachelor's degree

(87%), the similarities between the top and 2nd quartile make it difficult to derive the

following insight: reputation of universities might be associated with higher funding if

backers believe that a lead's academic background enhances the ability of making

good investment decisions.

In sum, quartiles organized by total funding show a large heterogeneity in total

syndicate funding and number of backers, where the top quartile has $760,000

in funding and 110 backers more than the next quartile. Top quartile investors

have on average 8 years of experience as entrepreneurs and investors, 1.2 years

and 3 years more respectively than the next quartile. Startups invested in (+30

vs 3rd quartile) and acquisition exits (+5 vs 3rd quartile) show large gaps as

well. Top investors have 81,000 Twitter followers more than the next quartile.

Education characteristics show no clear trend.

5.2.3 Quartiles by number of backers

The averages and trends across quartiles change when ordering by number of

backers since for the top 25% 8 out of 28 investors have high total funding but a low

number of backers so that they move into another quartile when ordering by number

of backers. Since the sample is ordered by number of backers, the upper 25% have

145 backers on average compared to 41.7 for the total sample. When ordered by

funding, the top 25% have 136 backers. Total funding gaps are still large across

quartiles with the top 25% having $880,000 on average compared to $315,000 for the
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total sample and $237,000 for the 3rd quartile. The overall top 25% have $100,000

less on average than the sample ordered by funding.

5.2.3.1 Work-related characteristics

For years of experience as entrepreneur, top and third quartile are still above the total

average (6.7 years) with 7.6 and 7.8 years and have more than 2 years of experience

more than the other quartiles but the third quartile is higher than the fourth as some of

the investors with high funding but few backers moved into the third quartile. The same

trend holds for investors where the third quartile has 7.3 years of average experience

compared to 7 years for the top quartile. Both have 2 years experience more than the

total average. The correlation between number of backers and years as entrepreneur

is 0.17 and between backers and years as investor 0.27. This is similar to correlations

between those variables and total syndicate funding (0.2 and 0.3 respectively). The

number of startups founded decreases for top quartile investors from 4.6 to 3.9 when

ordering by backers and increases for the 3rd quartile from 2.8 to 3.7. Both quartiles

remain above the sample average of 3.2. The change can be explained with the

argument made in Section 5.2.3 that some leads have high funding but few backers.

A total of 52.7 startups have been invested in by the top 25% investors compared to

24.8 in the next quartile. Moreover, 2.5 syndicated investments have been made by

the upper quartile, followed by 0.9, 0.4 and 0.1 syndicate investments in the

subsequent quartiles. Finally, acquisition exits amount to 5.7 and 2 on average for the

upper two quartiles with the third quartile being close to the sample average of 2.16.

Other work characteristics are very similar to the sample ordered by funding.

Most leads have no work experience in consulting, lB or VC. Engineering has the

highest averages among all work experience types with 2.1 years for the total sample

and 2.6 years for the upper 25%. Engineering experience through startups, however,

is not captured. Experience for managing positions remains in the range as described

in Section 5.2.2.1. Finally, 86% of the top 25% are from Silicon Valley, followed by

71%, 56% and 31% in the other quartiles.

5.2.3.2 Reputation characteristics

The upper 25% have 85,000 followers on average, similar to the funding sample and

almost 40,000 followers more than the total sample. Third quartile followers increase
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from 4,500 to 15,900 when ordering by backers. Trends for Google search results

remain similar.

5.2.3.3 Education-related characteristics

Similar to the funding sample, the majority of the top 2 quartiles studied computer

science (29% and 33% respectively). A top 15 institution has been attended by 50%,

44% and 38% of the first three quartiles respectively. 18% of the top quartile and 29%

of the 3rd and 2nd quartile completed an MBA as their highest degree and 80% and

100% of the 4th and 2nd quartile respectively went to a top 15 business school. The

correlation between the number of backers and having attended a top 15 undergrad

university or a top 15 business school for an MBA is close to 0.

Trends and observations for quartiles by number of backers are very similar to

those for quartiles by total syndicate funding.

5.2.4 Super angels - Top 10%

Looking at the top 10% of syndicates by syndicate funding as well as by backers, I

find evidence for super angels as defined in Section 1.3. They have founded on

average 6.7 startups versus 4.6 in the 4th quartile, invested in 62 startups, 10 more

than the top quartile, and have 171573 Twitter followers, evidence for their wide

network. The top 10% have 257 backers on average versus 136 in the 4th quartile and

raised $1,755,217, $771,000 more than the top quartile average.

5.3 Regression model

Having established a thorough understanding of the different characteristics, their

differences across quartiles and likely influences on total funding and number of

backers through the qualitative and descriptive analysis, I use a regression equation

with total funding and number of backers as dependent variables each, to confirm the

statistical significance of as well as the positive or negative correlation between the

variables and the outcome. The models will include the most important variables that

seem to influence total funding and number of backers based on my analysis in

Section 5.2.
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TotalFundingi = ao + a Angelchar|

NumberBackersi = ao + a Angelchari|

Given the high correlation of 0.93 between total funding and number of backers, I

expect similar characteristics in both models to predict the dependent variable.

5.3.1 Regression model for total funding

With total funding as the dependent variable, I use for the regression years of

experience as entrepreneur, years of experience as investor, number of startups

invested in, number of startups founded, number of startups invested in acquired,

number of Twitter followers and number of Google search results.

As can be seen in Exhibits 7 and 8, years of experience as entrepreneur and investor

and number of startups invested in turn out to be insignificant. A possible explanation

is the correlation of 0.6 between years of experience as entrepreneur and number of

startups founded, between years of experience as investor and number of startups

invested in (0.53) and number of startups invested in and acquisition exits (0.8). Those

relationships might cause multicollinearity in the equation. Furthermore, years of

experience as entrepreneur has a negative coefficient. This is surprising and the

interpretation not intuitive given the positive correlation with funding of 0.2. Years as

investor could be insignificant due to the above-mentioned correlation but it could also

be that backers pay more attention to how many exits a syndicate lead had rather than

how long he has been an investor even though more experience could lead to wiser

choices. Alternatively, a U-shaped relationship between funding and entrepreneur and

investor experience could exist where up to a certain number of years backers view

the experience positively but once it passes a threshold it has a negative association.

Indeed, using buckets for 1-5 and 6-10 years of experience as entrepreneur and

investor reveals a positive, yet still insignificant, relationship. Backers might also

rather consider the number of exits than the number of startups invested in.

Eliminating the three above-mentioned variables, the final equation left takes the

following form with an adjusted R-squared of 36% (see Exhibit 7):

TotalFundingi = -38794.14 + 60867#startupsfounded + 0.9#Twitterfollowers +

119Googlesearchresults + 47898#startupsinvestedinacquired
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Given the nature of the research and my subjective selection of variables to look at

with regard to syndicate fundraising, omitted variable bias is certainly a possibility and

gives opportunities for future research. Nevertheless, the insights derived from the

equation remain valid within its limitations. First, an increase of 1 in number of startups

founded is correlated with $60,867 more in funding. A reason could be that backers

associate more founded startups with more experience in running a startup and

encountering different teams, problems, challenges and investors. Another

explanation could be that successful entrepreneurs will also be successful leads. This

experience could enable the lead to better comprehend startups' teams and their

potential success. If an angel had worked many years in one startup he might be from

a backer's point of view not as capable to choose among many startups than if he had

founded many. Second, an increase by 10,000 Twitter followers leads to an increase

of $9,000 in funding. Given that 1st quartile investors had almost 84,000 followers

more than the next quartile, 1st quartile investors might be able to raise significant

amounts through a large social media base. Similarly, Google results lead to an

increase albeit with a smaller magnitude. Both variables could support the hypothesis

that they enable backers to gather more information while conducting their due

dilligence and making it easier to keep up with news regarding the syndicate as many

investors use their Twitter account to post updates. Finally, one additional acquisition

exit from a startup the angel invested in correlates with $47,898 more in funding. As

mentioned earlier, backers are interested in successful exits of the startups they

invested in since it is the only way to get a return. Therefore, they might not be

interested as much in how many startups an angel invested in if none of them had an

exit, but rather how many exits he had overall as this could signal that he is able to

choose startups that will make a return eventually.

Several other regressions including work experience variables such as consulting,

lB/Trading, engineering, VC and managing positions experience as well as education

variables such as having studied computer science, having an MBA or coming from a

top 15 undergrad university or business school all turned out insignificant. This in

combination with the derived insights in Section 5.2, that no clear differences between

quartiles ordered by funding could be recognized, imply that they do not matter for the

amount of funding provided. While I initially thought that traits gained through

consulting or investment banking could be valuable for a syndicate lead, those insights
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might be unclear to backers who are not familiar with either industry. Experience with

computer science or engineering could be valuable for an angel if the startups he

invests in have a product related to those fields but such an experience could also be

derived from the startups he has founded. Subsequent studies could take a look at

those characteristics in connection with a different sample. Moreover, having studied

at a top 15 undergrad university or business school could provide an angel with

valuable networks that can contribute value to the startups he invested in and make

an exit more successful. However, the direct impact on a successful startup exit could

be, in the backer's perception, unrelated to the impact that networks have. Using

dummy variables for Harvard, Stanford and M/T as leading entrepreneurial institutions

returns insignificant results for undergrad as well as MBA schools. Another

explanation could be that backers use research (Google search) to determine a lead's

network or an alternative method which is not captured by any variables in this

research. A strong correlation between funding and number of backers being

entrepreneurs (0.9) and backers being developers (0.87) could indicate that backers

are more confident to fund a syndicate if those types of backers are in the group as

they can contribute valuabe advice to different startups.

In sum, it can be observed that number of startups founded, number of

acquisition exits, number of Twitter followers and Google search results turn

out significant with an adjusted R-squared of 36%. Work characteristics and

education such as coming from MIT, Harvard or Stanford do not seem to explain

variation in the dependent variable. A larger sample size should test whether

those results remain consistent.

5.3.2 Regression model for number of backers

Since the correlation between total funding and number of backers is very high (0.9),

I predict that similar variables predicting total funding can predict with a similar

accuracy for number of backers. While one could argue that the decision to back up a

syndicate can be separated from the process to decide how much to contribute, I

assume that a backer only decides to invest in a syndicate if he is confident enough

that the syndicate will be successful. Thus, the decision to back the syndicate is

strongly tied to the amount he invests, which reflects his confidence to get a return.
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One interesting aspect to look at is the ability to attract wealthier investors, i.e. the

amount of funding per backer contributed to a syndicate. Regressing on funding per

backer as the dependent variable, the results are not too insightful, since none of the

variables turn out significant. Using backers as the dependent variable reveals the

ensuing equation:

NumberBackersi = -3.65 + 5.08#startupsfounded + 0.0002#Twitterfollowers +

0.03Googlesearchresults + 7.13#startupsinvestedinacquired

Similar to regressing on total syndicate funding, number of startups founded,

acquisition exits, number of Twitter followers and Google search results explain 43%

of the variation (see Exhibit 8). Number of startups founded is insignificant at the 5%

significance level (0.079) but signifcant at the 10% level. Given the logical reasoning

established before for why the variable is an important predictor, I decided to keep it

in the equation. As no other educational- or work-related variables are significant, the

hypothesis that the decision-making process to back up a syndicate could be tightly

connected to the funding amount is supported. An increase of 1 in number of startups

founded is correlated with 5 more backers, 1 additional successful exit with 7 more

backers and 10,000 more Twitter followers with 2 more backers. Similar to predicting

total funding, social media variables have a weaker influence than startups founded

and acquisition exits. This makes sense since the latter two have a more direct impact

on prospective performance, whereas social media can hint at a strong network or

reputation gained from former success but the link is less direct.

Overall I can conclude that work-related characteristics are partly significant for

predicting total funding and number of backers, reputation characteristics turn out to

be significant and education is insignificant.

For number of backers as the dependent variable, number of startups founded,

number of acquisition exits, number of Twitter followers and Google search

results can explain 43% variation with number of startups only significant at the

10% confidence level. Education and work characteristics should be tested

again in a model with a larger sample size to confirm insignificance.
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5.4 Reliability and model robustness

As research in this form, to my knowledge, has not been conducted before for online

syndicates, I created a database using information from AngelList, Linkedin and

Crunchbase. Therefore, I had to rely on the accuracy of information provided by the

angels. Using three databases helped to verify and cross-reference information to

some extent but overall I had to trust the information that angels uploaded. Given the

private nature of the VC industry this can lead to survivor bias for successful outcomes

while not stating negative events such as startups that had to be closed for example.

A possibility to overcome this problem is to interview every single angel and ask for

information. Since I used 93 variables for 113 angels this process would have been

too timely and costly but can maybe be used in future studies.

With regard to the model one can argue that an adjusted R-squared of 38-45% leaves

ample opportunity for explanation. Especially in syndicate investments where

predicting funding can be investigated by including an almost infinite array of closely

related and rather abstract variables, I constricted myself to the most likely explanatory

variables which still left me with 93 possibilities. Thus, the problem of omitted variable

bias in such a complex topic can be prevalent. Nonetheless, I believe that insights

derived from current results will be valuable for future research. To counter reversed

causality and multicollinearity I used a correlation analysis (see Exhibits 4, 5 and 6) to

predict strong correlations and, if present, excluded the respective variables.
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6 Discussion of Results
The present study intends to shed light on the, so far, scarcely researched field of

online syndicates by providing a structured overview of the landscape of active online

syndicates and an explanation for possible drivers of raising funds and getting

individuals to back a syndicate. After establishing a common ground for syndicates in

the context of the historical evolution of the VC industry, I explained in detail how

syndicates work. Moreover, I created a database comprising 93 variables for work

experience, education, reputation and syndicate characteristics for 113 angels.

I then analyzed the overall sample based on those variables and compared it to four

quartiles defined by total funding in a first instance and by number of backers in a

second instance to find important differences associated with higher funding and

number of backers. I included those variables that seemed most important in

explaining high funding and number of backers in regression models where total

funding and number of backers constituted the dependent variables respectively to

confirm significance as well as direction of correlation.

Four out of seven variables that I expected to be important turned out to be significant

and were able to explain 36% of total funding variation and 43% of number of backers

variation. The main takeaway is that number of startups founded, number of

acquisition exits of startups invested in, number of Twitter followers and Google search

results turn out to be significant independent variables for both total funding and

number of backers.

Surprisingly, years as entrepreneur, years as investor and number of startups invested

in are insignificant but as discussed in Section 5.3, this could be due to correlations

with the included variables. The four included variables appear reasonable. Backers

are interested in a successful outcome and think the more startups a lead has founded

the more different situations and challenges he has encountered and thus can

extrapolate from his experience for situations in the startups he has invested in to

make a positive impact that eventually leads to an exit. The number of exits he had is

even more directly tied to a potential future exit in his portfolio companies. Twitter

followers' and Google search results' impact is less intuitive but many followers could

indicate that the angel is posting many status updates regarding his investments which

makes him more trustworthy and easier for the backers to follow and interact with.

Google search results can facilitate a backer's due dilligence when deciding whether
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he wants to back up a syndicate or not.

Surprisingly, the majority of my work hypotheses related to transferable skills that a

lead might have gained from having worked in consulting, investment banking,

engineering jobs, VCs or other managing positions, that he could apply to his

investment decisions, turned out to be insignificant. Across quartiles, differences in

those characteristics were not evident with regard to differences in amount or number

of backers. Thus, a lead having worked in any of these jobs is not necessarily better

suited for running an online syndicate than those who have not or have less

experience. First, the fact that VC work experience has no influence on funding or

number of backers is interesting given that the job exercised in a VC is very similar to

running an online syndicate. Some VCs even have a syndicate themselves.

Second, education does not relate to funding or backers either. Neither the undergrad

major, nor the reputation of an undergrad or MBA institution seem to contribute in any

way to more funding or more backers. A potential backer could consider those factors

to be too unrelated and rather pay more attention to tangible factors like acquisition

exits the lead has already had. Nevertheless, top institutions provide alumni with

unique networks that can be beneficial in the future when they are collaborating on a

fund or giving advice to a startup. Even though the significance of most work and

education characteristics has been refuted in this study, the parameter values give an

interesting insight in the different personalities and backgrounds that the syndicate

founders have. For example, while often stated among entrepreneurs that a university

degree is not necessary for being a successful entrepreneur, 87% of the sample have

at least a Bachelor's degree and almost 50% have a higher degree such as MBA,

Master of PhD. Furthermore, 73% of those who did an MBA went to a top 15 business

school.

Overall, differences across quartiles are considerable, especially for number of

investments, where top quartile investors invested in almost 30 startups more than the

next quartile. With regard to exits they had on average 5 more acquisition exits than

the next quartile and have 81,000 Twitter followers more than the next quartile. The

upper 25% have on average $770,000 in funding more than the third quartile and 120

more backers.
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6.1 Implications for syndicate leads and potential backers

The preliminary insights derived from this first in-depth study on online syndicates

provide useful implications for leads and backers alike.

Leads can possibly enhance the likelihood of attracting backers and funding by

partnering up with other successful angels. If they increase the totalnumber of startups

founded and number of acquisition exits by collaborating, they signal a more

diversified experience and skill set to potential backers, thus enhancing chances to

get support. Furthermore, using the social media reputation of several angels can help

to raise awareness for a fund. These insights do not constitute a recommendation for

every lead to partner with another angel but based on the outcome it could provide the

opportunity for a less experienced angel to enhance chances of success for a

syndicate if another more experienced angel is willing to partner up.

Backers can use the results from this research to focus on potential characteristics

they want to pay attention to when deciding whether to invest in a syndicate or not,

thereby avoiding the loss of valuable time by looking at the relevant characteristics.

While many factors contributing to fundraising success might not have been explained

yet, this study can at least motivate leads to think about options based on this

research's result to improve chances of fundraising and what other variables not

captured here might be contributing to it. AngelList and the VC ecosystem can take

away from this study that 77% of all funding raised ($35,563,252) of the 113 syndicates

is concentrated at the top quartile level and 60% of all funding at the top 10% level.

This should make involved parties think how to implement policies or incentives to

attract more popular angels to the site as well as how to enhance chances for the

remaining 90% to attract funding for their syndicates. Otherwise, if funding stays as

concentrated as it is, many potential angels might be deterred by the slim chances to

actually create a successful syndicate.

6.2 Limitations and future research

The breadth of the field not allowing me to cover all aspects in this paper as well as

limitations in my approach provide opportunity for further research. Equity

crowdfunding is a recent phenomenon and not many studies have been conducted

yet. In order to create a first database for online syndicates, I used AngelList,

Crunchbase and LinkedIn as sources. Using these three databases I was able to
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gather 93 variables. However, some syndicates have missing values for certain

characteristics. A 36-43% adjusted R-squared in the regressions suggests

furthermore that important explanatory variables are not covered by the database and

finally, self-reported data, as in the case in all three databases, presents the risk of

being unreliable and over- or understating certain outcomes. Future research could

thus include more databases to fill the missing values, include additional

characteristics and even interview the syndicate leads to complement and extend the

database of this study. Another issue to consider is that characteristics have been

collected at one point in time, with a date in the database indicating that point.

Correlations and relationships could change with time and thus using panel data to

look at time-lagged differences could yield interesting insights.

Although the focus of this study was to provide a rather qualitative and descriptive

analysis of syndicates, the regressions used in this study can be examined using

additional explanatory and control variables. Controlling for markets where syndicate

leads invest in, minimum backer investment required per syndicate and country

differences (AngelList is planning to extend to Europe (Shieber 2014)) one might be

able to explain variations within those controls resulting in interesting differences.

Even though the database I compiled includes syndicates from VCs, incubators or

seed funds, I excluded them from the analysis in this paper as the approach on how

to treat certain variables compared to the same variables for single-funded syndicates

was not clear. A future approach should be to conduct a similar analysis for syndicates

with several founders to outline whether similar or distinct insights can be derived.

The definition of success for syndicates in this research paper was defined as the total

funding and the number of backers a syndicate could attain. Given the very recent

appearance of syndicates, results from syndicate investments such as exits will most

likely not occur for another 2-3 years. In the future, the number of syndicate exits could

serve as a potential dependent variable and looking at which independent variables

correlate with it, it could provide further important takeaways for leads and

backers.Finally, my analysis included 113 angels and the regression analyses 94

angels (due to missing values). A larger sample size could lead to different results,

eliminating potentially spurious effects and even validating some hypotheses that have

been proven inconclusive in this paper (e.g. impact of education from a top institution).
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Exhibit I (I/IV): Description of database variables
Variable Definition

Date of data input Date when information was collected

Founder number Indicates individual founder key if more than 1

syndicate founder

Online Syndicate Name of online syndicate

Name Name of syndicate lead

Silicon Valley 1 if lead is in Silicon Valley, 0 if not

Location 1 Primary location of lead

Location 2 Secondary location of lead

Years experience as Entrepreneur How many years a lead has worked as an

entrepreneur (4 variables: years as entrepreneur as

indicated on Linkedin, AngelList, Crunchbase and

consolidated)

Years experience as Investor How many years a lead has worked as an investor (4

variables: years as investor as indicated on Linkedln,

AngelList, Crunchbase and consolidated)

# Startups founded How many startups a lead has founded (4 variables: #

startups founded as indicated on Linkedin, AngelList,

Crunchbase and consolidated)

# Startups invested in How many startups a lead has invested in (4 variables:

# startups invested in as indicated on Linkedln,

AngelList, Crunchbase and consolidated)

# Board seats How many boards a lead has been on (4 variables: #

board seats as indicated on Linkedln, AngelList,

Crunchbase and consolidated)

# Notable board seats How many boards of publicly traded or widely known

companies (e.g. Facebook) a lead has been on (4

variables: # notable board seats as indicated on

Linkedln, AngelList, Crunchbase and consolidated)

Work experience Consulting How many years angel worked in consulting (mainly

from LinkedIn as other two databases do not provide

this kind of information)

Work experience IB//Trading How many years angel worked in investment banking

or trading (mainly from LinkedIn as other two

databases do not provide this kind of information)

Work experience Engineering How many years angel had engineering job in a

company (mainly from Linkedln as other two

databases do not provide this kind of information)
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Exhibit 1 (11IV): Description of database variables
Variable Definition

Work experience VC How many years angel worked in venture capital

(mainly from Linkedln as other two databases do not

provide this kind of information)

Years in managing positions How many years angel held supervisor, team leader,
VP, executive, CEO positions in companies (mainly

from Linkedln as other two databases do not provide

this kind of information)

# Startups invested in acquired Number of startups the angel invested in which have

been acquired by another company (# Startups is sum

of different investments indicated on Linkedln,

AngelList and Crunchbase)

# Startups invested in with IPO Number of startups the angel invested in which went

public (# Startups is sum of different investments

indicated on Linkedln, AngelList and Crunchbase)

# Acquisition exits (AngelList) Number of startups angel invested in which were

acquired (only based on AngelList number which is

often similar to number in all three databases)

# IPO exits (AngelList) Number of startups the angel invested in which went

public (only based on AngelList number which is often

similar to number in all three databases)

# Startups founded acquired Number of startups angel founded as entrepreneur

which were acquired (based on all three databases)

# Startups founded with IPO Number of startups angel founded as entrepreneur

which went public (based on all three databases)

# Confirmed investments Similar to variable # Startups invested in but only

based on AngelList information

# Personal investments Subset of # Confirmed investments and includes only

investments angel made without syndicate

# Syndicate investments Subset of # Confirmed investments and includes only

syndicated investments

Total IPO value invested in Available data on investment amounts in companies

that went public (very few data points)

Total acquisition value invested in Available data on investment amounts in companies

that were acquired (very few data points)

Undergrad major Which major was studied in undergrad

Undergrad Business Dummy variable that major was business

Undergrad Computer Science Dummy variable that major was computer science

Undergrad Engineering Dummy variable that major was engineering

Undergrad Other Dummy variable that major was another one not

covered by the other dummy variables
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Exhibit 1 (IlI/IV): Description of database variables
Variable Definition

Undergrad degree Degree was either Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of

Science or college dropout

Undergrad degree dummy Dummy variable for whether angel has undergrad

degree or not

University classification Ranks undergrad institution based on predefined

ranking by three categories

Undergrad Top 15 Dummy variable that undergrad university was among

top 15 institutions

Undergrad Next best 35 Dummy variable that university was ranked between

16 and 50 best institutions

Undergrad Other Dummy variable that university was ranked worse than

50 best institutions

University undergrad Name of undergrad university

Highest degree Highest degree was either BA, BS, MA, MS, MBA,

EMBA, PhD, JD, MD or college dropout

Highest degree MBA Dummy variable that highest degree was MBA

Highest degree Master Dummy variable that highest degree was Master

(excluding MBA)

Highest degree Other Dummy variable that highest degree was neither MBA,

Master or Bachelor

Highest degree Bachelor Dummy variable that highest degree was Bachelor

University highest degree Name of highest degree university

MBA Top 15 Dummy variable that business school was among top

15 according to ranking

MBA Second 35 Dummy variable that business school was ranked

between rank 16 and 50

MBA Other Dummy variable that university was ranked worse than

50 best institutions

# Twitter followers Number of Twitter followers an angel has (2 variables:

Twitter followers per individual angel and Twitter

followers per angels plus VCs/Incubators/Seed funds)

Amplification Twitter followers Information based on company Twtrland that indicates

how many retweets are generated by someone's

original tweet (measure of how active followers are)

# Google search results Number of Google search results for angel based on

search entry "Angel Name + words entrepreneur,

angel" for year 2014

Angel dummy Dummy for whether syndicate is founded by one angel

or institution such as VC
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Exhibit 1 (IV/IV): Description of database variables
Variable Definition

Investor type Syndicate founded by angel, incubator, seed fund or

VC

# Founders How many angels founded syndicate

# Backers How many people back the syndicate

# Backers Notable investors Subset of # Backers which is defined as notable

investors according to AngelList

# Backers Entrepreneurs Subset of # Backers which is defined as entrepreneurs

according to AngelList

# Backers Developers Subset of # Backers which is defined as developers

according to AngelList

# Backers Designers Subset of # Backers which is defined as designers

according to AngelList

# Backers Attorneys Subset of # Backers which is defined as attorneys

according to AngelList

Total syndicate funding Amount that backers provide to the syndicate for

investments

Investment per venture Investment the lead typically invests per startup

Minimum investment Minimum amount that backer has to provide if he

wants to back syndicate

Typical investment Average investment that backers provide to syndicate

Market 1 One of three markets/industries that lead preferably

invests in

Market 2 One of three markets/industries that lead preferably

invests in

Market 3 One of three markets/industries that lead preferably

invests in

# Expected deals per year Average number of deals/investments a lead makes

per year (non-binding)

Quartile Quartile that angel is in according to total syndicate

funding or number of backers

Funding/Backer Average syndicate funding lead receives from a

backer
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Exhibit 2 (1/11): Averages, Means, Percentages for total sample and quartiles ordered by total syndicate funding
LT

Variables Average Median % Blanks Average 4th quartile Median 4th quartile % in 4th quartile Blanks 4th quartile Average 3rd quartile Median 3rd quartile % in 3rd quartile

Work variables
Silicon Valley 62% 1.00 71% 0.00 61%

Years experience as Entrepreneur 6.70 6.00 0.00 8.14 6.75 0.00 6.80 7.00

Years experience as Investor 4.99 4.00 0.00 7.95 7.00 0.00 4.96 4.00

# Startups founded 3.19 3.00 0.00 4.57 3.50 0.00 2.82 2.50

# Startups invested in 22.82 11.00 0.00 50.11 38.00 0.00 20.79 16.00

# Board seats 2.45 1.00 0.00 3.07 2.00 0.00 2.79 1.00

Work experience Consulting 0.85 0.00 8.00 0.59 0.00 1.00 0.84 0.00

Work experience IB/Trading 0.66 0.00 8.00 0.61 0.00 1.00 0.34 0.00

Work experience Engineering 2.14 0.00 8.00 2.33 0.00 1.00 2.80 0.00

Work experience VC 1.22 0.00 8.00 1.31 0.00 1.00 1.39 0.00

Years in managing positions 11.09 11.50 10.00 10.93 11.00 1.00 11.50 11.50

# Startups invested in acquired 2.16 1.00 2.00 6.11 4.00 0.00 1.21 1.00

# Startups invested in with IPO 0.14 0.00 2.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00

# Acquisition exits (AngelList) 2.06 0.00 0.00 6.18 4.00 0.00 0.89 0.00

# IPO exits (Angellist) 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00

# Startups founded acquired 0.52 0.00 2.00 0.79 1.00 0.00 0.50 0.00

# Startups founded with IPO 0.04 0.00 2.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

# Confirmed investments 22.53 12.00 0.00 48.54 38.00 0.00 20.39 13.00

# Personal investments 21.51 11.00 0.00 46.14 36.50 0.00 19.50 12.50

# Syndicate investments 1.02 1.00 0.00 2.39 1.00 0.00 0.89 1.00

Education variables
Undergrad business 19% 9.00 18% 0.00 16%

Undergrad Computer Science 25% 9.00 32% 0.00 24%

Undergrad Engineering 14% 9.00 4% 0.00 20%

Undergrad Other 32% 9.00 46% 0.00 40%

Undergrad Yes 87% 9.00 93% 0.00 93%

Undergrad University Top 15 39% 0.00 46% 0.00 35%

Undergrad University Next best 35 20% 0.00 12% 0.00 27%

Undergrad University Other 41% 0.00 42% 0.00 38%

MBAYes 23% 9.00 25% 0.00 21%

Highest degree MBA 23% 9.00 25% 0.00 23%

Highest degree Master 19% 9.00 14% 0.00 31%

Highest degree other 7% 9.00 11% 0.00 12%

Highest degree Bachelor 37% 9.00 43% 0.00 35%

No degree 5% 0.00 7% 0.00 0%

MBA Top 15 73% 0.00 86% 0.00 83%

MBA Second 35 23% 0.00 0% 0.00 17%

MBA Other 4% 0.00 14% 0.00 0%

Social variables
# Twitter followers 47312.30 2551.00 19.00 85211.11 8603.00 1.00 4541.80 1669.00

# Google search results 222.63 25.00 1.00 769.07 139.50 0.00 42.64 22.50

Independent variables
# Backers 41.71 8.00 0.00 136.21 62.50 0.00 19.93 12.50

# Backers Notable Investors 0.97 0.00 0.00 2.89 1.50 0.00 0.57 0.00

# Backers Entrepreneurs 8.68 2.00 0.00 28.89 14.50 0.00 3.89 2.00

# Backers Developers 2.89 0.00 0.00 8.71 4.50 0.00 1.86 0.00

# Backers Designers 0.45 0.00 0.00 1.29 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.00

# Backers Attorneys 0.33 0.00 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total syndicate funding 314719.04 119500.00 1 0.00 983951.821 512275.00 0.00 218885.75 248250.00,



Exhibit 2 (11/11): Averages, Means, Percentages for total sample and quartiles ordered by total syndicate funding

Variables
Work variables
Silicon Valley
Years experience as Entrepreneur

Years experience as Investor
# Startups founded

# Startups invested in
# Board seats

Work experience Consulting

Work experience IB/Trading
Work experience Engineering

Work experience VC
Years in managing positions
# Startups invested in acquired

# Startups invested in with IPO
# Acquisition exits (AngelList)

# IPO exits (AngelList)
# Startups founded acquired

# Startups founded with IPO
# Confirmed investments
# Personal investments
# Syndicate investments

Education variables
Undergrad business
Undergrad Computer Science
Undergrad Engineering
Undergrad Other
Undergrad Yes
Undergrad University Top 15

Undergrad University Next best 35
Undergrad University Other
MBAYes
Highest degree MBA
Highest degree Master
Highest degree other
Highest degree Bachelor

No degree
MBA Top 15
MBA Second 35
MBA Other
Social variables
# Twitter followers
# Google search results
Independent variables
# Backers

# Backers Notable Investors
# Backers Entrepreneurs

# Backers Developers
# Backers Designers

# Backers Attorneys

Total syndicate funding

Blanks 3rd cuartile IAverage 2nd quartile

6.68
4.93
3.18

14.25
1.29
1.10
0.98
0.85
1.35
9.94
0.85
0.07
0.82
0.07
0.63
0.00

14.36
13.61

0.75

89507.55
63.63

10.86
0.36
2.00
1.00
0.07
0.00

64546.43

Median 2nd quartile

7.00
3.00
3.00
9.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
9.00
8.50
1.00

2542.00

25.00

6.00
0.00
1.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

51500.00

% in 2nd quartile Blanks 2nd quartile lAverage 1st quartile IMedian 1st quartile 1% in 1st quartile

5.24
2.22
2.21

6.72
2.66
0.90
0.73
2.56
0.77

12.04
0.43

0.00
0.41
0.00
0.18
0.07
7.38
7.31
0.07

3197.25
16.86

1.28
0.10
0.24

0.10
0.00
0.07

2637.93

3.50
1.0
2.DD
3.DO
0.0
0.0D
0.00
0.00
0.00

12.00
0.00

0.00
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
4.00
4.00
0.00

501.50
6.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

mx
tn

Blanks 1st quartile

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
1.00

1.00
0.00

0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00



Exhibit 3 (1/1l): Averages, Means, Percentages for total sample and quartiles ordered by number of backers

Variables Average iMedian % 1
Work variables
Silicon Valley
Years experience as Entrepreneur
Years experience as Investor
# Startups founded
# Startups invested in
# Board seats
Work experience Consulting
Work experience IB/Trading
Work experience Engineering
Work experience VC
Years in managing positions
# Startups invested in acquired
# Startups invested in with IPO
# Acquisition exits (AngelList)
# IPO exits (AngelList)
# Startups founded acquired
# Startups founded with IPO
# Confirmed investments
# Personal investments
# Syndicate investments
Education variables
Undergrad business
Undergrad Computer Science
Undergrad Engineering
Undergrad Other
Undergrad Yes
Undergrad University Top 15
Undergrad University Next best 35
Undergrad University Other
MBA Yes
Highest degree MBA
Highest degree Master
Highest degree other
Highest degree Bachelor
No degree
MBA Top 15
MBA Second 35
MBA Other
Social variables
# Twitter followers
# Google search results
Independent variables
# Backers
# Backers Notable Investors
# Backers Entrepreneurs
# Backers Developers
# Backers Designers
# Backers Attorneys
Total syndicate funding

6.70
4.99
3.19

22.82
2.45
0.85
0.66
2.14
1.22

11.09
2.16
0.14
2.06
0.08
0.52
0.04

22.26
21.28

0.97

6.00
4.00

3.00
11.00

1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.00
11.00

1.00

47312.30 2551.00
222.63 25.00

41.71
0.97
8.68
2.89
0.45
0.33

314719.04

8.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

119500.00

Blanks lAverage 4th quartile I Median 4th quartile I% in 4th quartile Blanks 4th quartile Average 3rd quartile

1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0D
0.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00

10.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

19.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7.63
7.02
3.89

52.68
2.46
0.61
0.33
2.59
0.44
9.69
5.71
0.21
5.79
0.11
0.64
0.04

51.04
48.54

2.50

85296.15
759.32

145.25
3.07

30.64
10.11

1.68
1.14

879326.82

7.50
6.50
2.00

40.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.00
4.00
0.00
4.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

39.50
38.00

1.50

8836.00
100.50

69.00
2.00

15.50
6.50
0.00
0.00

476025.00

86%

14%
29%
14%
43%
93%
50%
12%
38%
18%
18%
21%

4%
50%

7%
80%

20%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7.80
7.34
3.71

24.82
3.96
0.71
0.48
1.21
2.80

11.95
2.04
0.29
1.75
0.18
0.54
0.07

24.32
23.43

0.89

15906.00
68.07

19.46
0.68
3.96
1.43
0.14
0.18

237100.04

I Med

mX
(is

ian 3rd quartileI% in 3rd quartile

7.50
4.75
3.50

18.50
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.75
2.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

17.50
17.50

1.00

3583.00
59.00

18.00
0.50
4.00
2.00
0.00
0.00

153500.00

C-'
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Exhibit 3 (11/11): Averages, Means, Percentages for total sample and quartiles ordered by number of backers

Variables Blanks 3rd quartile Average 2nd quartile Median 2nd quartile % in 2nd quartile Blanks 2nd quartile Average 1st quartile Median 1st quartile % in 1st quartile Blanks 1st quartile

Work variables
Silicon Valley 0.00 56% 1.00 34% 0.00

Years experience as Entrepreneur 0.00 5.46 5.75 0.00 5.95 5.00 0.00

Years experience as Investor 0.00 3.32 3.00 0.00 2.38 1.00 0.00

# Startups founded 0.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 2.17 2.00 0.00

# Startups invested in 0.00 8.61 6.50 0.00 5.79 2.00 0.00

# Board seats 0.00 1.71 1.00 0.00 1.69 0.00 0.00

Work experience Consulting 0.00 1.06 0.00 2.00 1.06 0.00 5.00

Work experience IB/Trading 0.00 1.67 0.00 2.00 0.13 0.00 5.00

Work experience Engineering 0.00 2.42 0.00 2.00 2.42 0.00 5.00

Work experience VC 0.00 1.19 0.00 2.00 0.27 0.00 5.00

Years in managing positions 0.00 10.80 10.00 3.00 12.02 12.00 6.00

# Startups invested in acquired 0.00 0.41 0.00 1.00 0.43 0.00 1.00

8 Startups invested in with IPO 0.00 0.04 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

# Acquisition exits (AngelList) 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00

# 1P0 exits (AngelList) 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

# Startups founded acquired 0.00 0.63 0.00 1.00 0.29 0.00 1.00

# Startups founded with IPO 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.04 0.00 1.00
# Confirmed investments 0.00 8.57 6.50 0.00 5.69 2.00 0.00

# Personal investments 0.00 8.14 6.00 0.00 5.59 2.00 0.00
# Syndicate investments 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00
Education variables
Undergrad business 1.00 23% 3.00 25% 5.00
Undergrad Computer Science 1.00 23% 3.00 25% 5.00
Undergrad Engineering 1.00 0% 3.00 33% 5.00
Undergrad Other 1.00 55% 3.00 17% 5.00
Undergrad Yes 1.00 86% 3.00 79% 5.00
Undergrad University Top 15 0.00 38% 0.00 22% 0.00
Undergrad University Next best 35 0.00 29% 0.00 22% 0.00
Undergrad University Other 0.00 33% 0.00 57% 0.00
MBA Yes 1.00 29% 3.00 17% 5.00

Highest degree MBA 1.00 32% 3.00 21% 5.00

Highest degree Master 1.00 12% 3.00 29% 5.00

Highest degree other 1.00 16% 3.00 0% 5.00

Highest degree Bachelor 1.00 36% 3.00 46% 5.00
No degree 0.00 4% 0.00 3% 0.00
MBA Top 15 0.00 100% 0.00 40% 0.00
MBA Second 35 0.00 0% 0.00 60% 0.00
MBA Other 0.00 0% 0.00 0% 0.00

Social variables
# Twitter followers 1.00 73593.25 1279.50 4.00 1997.41 375.00 12.00

# Google search results 0.00 57.52 21.00 1.00 7.41 4.00 0.00
Independent variables
# Backers 0.00 3.21 2.50 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00
# Backers Notable Investors 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
# Backers Entrepreneurs 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
# Backers Developers 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
# Backers Designers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
# Backers Attorneys 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total syndicate funding 0.00 120296.43 74150.00 0.00 32241.38 0.00 0.00



Exhibit 4 (1/ll): Work-related characteristics' correlation table (correlations -0.3<x>0.3 in green)

Silicon Valley experience as Years experience # Startups # Startups # Board # Notable Work Work Work Work Years in # Startups a Startups # Startups

Entrepreneur as Investor founded invested in seats Board seats experience experience experience experience managing invested in invested in founded

Consulting IB/Trading Engineering VC positions acquired with IPO acquired

Silicon Valley 1
Years experience as Entrepreneur -0.0855 1
Years experience as investor 0.0495 0.325 1

# Startups founded -0.0669 0.6122 0.3421 1

# Startups invested in 0.1464 0.2589 0.5489 0.2655 1

# Board seats -0.208 0.3148 0.2205 0.5036 0.2505 1

# notable Board seats 0.1784 -0.0328 0.1656 -0.0427 0.3373 0.1865 1

Work experience Consulting -0.1633 -0.0833 -0.0504 -0.125 -0.0402 -0.074 0.017 1

Work experience lB/Trading -0.1116 -0.0288 -0.0304 0.0183 -0.1175 -4093 -0.0716 -0.1241 1

Work experience Engineering -0.1266 -0.1158 0.0883 -0.0474 0.0807 -0.068 0.0191 0.1319 -0.093 1

Work experience VC 01096 -0.0425 0.1529 0.0476 -0.0041 0.1943 0.0999 0.0761 -0.0257 -0.0962 1

Years in managing positions -0.2714 0.5167 0.0825 0.2895 0.0807 0.3413 0.0579 0.2014 -0.1463 -0.0132 0.0603 1

# Startups invested in acquired 0.2014 0.2 04894 0.1699 0.801 0.1462 03987 -0.0394 -0.0768 0.127 0.0518 -0.0085 1

# Startups invested in with PO 0.033 0.2028 04166 0.0878 0.3735 0.2279 0.2178 -0.0609 -0.0778 0.1272 0.0492 0.0947 0.4297 1

# Startups founded acquired -0.0322 0.3457 0.1737 0.3418 0.1177 0.1434 -0.0243 -0.1761 -0.0246 0.0908 -0.1188 0.1365 0.1181 0.0713 1
# Startups founded with IPO -0.1439 -0.0119 0.2228 0.0004 0.0832 0.0226 -0.0439 0.2105 -0.0493 -0.0292 -0.0809 0.2854 0.0498 0.0488 -0.005

# Confirmed investments 0.1577 0.2654 0.5358 0.278 0964 0.2561 0.3298 -0.0471 -0.118 0.0861 0.0004 0.0828 0.8114 0.374 0.1273

# Personal investments 0.1497 0.2584 0.5311 0.2716 0.9952 0.2532 0.3229 -0.0431 -0.1156 0.0852 0.001 0.0821 0.8042 0.3644 0.1202

# Syndicate investments 0.2244 0.2789 0.4176 0.2772 06576 0.2104 0.319 -0.0921 -0.1125 0.0679 -0.0089 0.0638 0.6311 0.388 0.1914

#Acquisition exits (Angel List) 0.1828 0.1905 0-4562 0.1704 0.8109 0.1356 04127 -0.0227 -0.071 0.1103 0.0562 -0.0098 0.989 03588 0.1324

# IPO exits (AngelList) -0.0936 0.1334 0.3362 0.0936 0.2269 0.1366 0.0471 -0.0088 -0.064 0.0261 0.1396 0.1064 0.1652 0.7021 0.1111

# Syndicate exits (AngelList) 0.0749 0.0586 0.2429 0.0238 0.4065 0.1445 0.3219 -0.0412 -0.03 0.1982 -0.0399 -0.0188 0.403 03908 0.2688

# Backers 0.2064 0.1731 0.2691 0.2357 0.449 0.0581 0.1135 -0.0753 -0.0809 -0.0397 -0.0861 0.02 0.3946 0.3231 0.0102

# Backers Notable Investors 0.2687 0.1618 0.2478 0.1821 0,5915 0.0217 0.2598 -0.0772 -0.0775 -0.036 -0.048 -0.017 0.678 0.2509 0.06

# Backers Entrepreneurs 0.2325 0.1775 0.2768 0.2338 0.5241 0.0643 0.1663 -0.0747 -0.0833 -0.0566 -0.0943 0 0.4747 0.3031 0.0149

# Backers Developers 0.2474 0.2008 0.2871 0.2554 0.513 0.08 0.1104 -0.0805 -0.0991 0.2008 -0.0935 0.019 0,419 0.2519 0.0156

# Backers Designers 0.1628 0.1092 0.1569 0.3033 0.3956 0.0188 0.1698 -0.0316 -0.0587 -0.033 -0.0711 -0.0004 0.3429 0.0644 -0.0581

Total syndicate funding 0.1635 02033 0.3014 03639 0.4374 0.0823 0.1078 -0.0822 -0.0674 -0.0147 -0.0153 0.0702 0A149 0.2975 0.0521

Exhibit 4 (I/Il1): Work-related characteristics' correlation table (correlations -0.3<x>0.3 in green)

# Startups # Startups # Confirmed # Personal # Syndicate # Acquisition exits # IPO exits # Syndicate # Backers # Backers # Backers # Backers # Backers Total

founded founded investments investments investments (AngelList) (AngelList) exits Notable Entrepreneurs Developers Designers syndicate

acquired with IPO (AngelList) Investors funding

Silicon Valley
Years experience as Entrepreneur
Years experience as Investor
# Startups founded
# Startups invested in
# Board seats
# notable Board seats
Work experience Consulting
Work experience IB/Trading
Work experience Engineering
Work experience VC
Years in managing positions
# Startups invested in acquired
# Startups invested in with IPO
# Startups founded acquired
# Startups founded with IPO
# Confirmed investments
# Personal investments
# Syndicate investments
# Acquisition exits (AngelList)
# IPO exits (AngelList)
# Syndicate exits (AngelList)
# Backers
# Backers Notable Investors
# Backers Entrepreneurs
# Backers Developers
# Backers Designers
Total syndicate funding

1
-0.005 1
0.1273 0.0813 1
0.1202 0.0881 0.9988 1
0.1914 -0.0545 0.6591 0.622 1
0.1324 0.0633 0.8226 0.815 0.646
0.1111 0.1074 0.2232 0.2115 0.3259
0.2688 -0.0184 0.3928 0-3668 0.6562
0.0102 -0.0293 0.4617 0,4485 0.5018

0.06 -0.0218 0.6103 0.6044 0.4828
0.0149 -0.0355 0.5391 0.5279 0.5201
0.0156 -0.0202 0-5278 0.5137 0.5547

-0.0581 -0.0473 0.4177 0.4198 0.2342
0.0521 -0.0237 04478 04359 0.4725

1
0.1756 1
0.4211 0.2883 1
0.4038 03718 0.0733 1
0.6848 0.1275 0.0456 0.6584 1
0.4852 0.2855 0.087 0.9764 0.7491
0.4309 0.2745 0.0729 0.9611 0.7164
0.3543 -0.064 -0.0229 0.5849 0517
0.4191 0.3331 0.0484 0.9205 0.6484

1
0.9746 1
0.8959 0.5931 1
0.8959 0.8718 06349

1
1<

0)t

I
1



Exhibit 4: Education-related characteristics' correlation table (correlations -0.3<x>0.3 in green)

Ience___.4

Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Highest Highest Highest Highest

Business Computer Engineering Other Yes University University University Degree Degree Degree Degree

MBA MBA

Top 15 Next best 35

1 ~ NI~,,s h,,,t 5~ ~ MRA Mxster nth~r Rarhelor

MBA # Backers # Backers # Backers # Backers # Backers Total

Other Notable Entrepreneurs Developers Designers syndicate

Investors funding

Undergrad Business

Undergrad Computer Science

Undergrad Engineering

Undergrad Other

Undergrad Yes
Undergrad University Top 15

Undergrad Next best 35
Undergrad University Other

Highest Degree MBA

Highest Degree Master
Highest Degree other

Highest Degree Bachelor
MBA Top 15
MBA Next best 35
MBA Other
# Backers
# Backers Notable Investors
# Backers Entrepreneurs

# Backers Developers

# Backers Designers

Total syndicate funding

0.325
0.6122
0.2589
0.3148

-0.0328
-0.0833
-0.0288
-0.1158
-0.0425
0.5167

0.2
0.2028
0.3457

-0.0119
0.2654
0.2584
0.2789
0.1905
0.1334
0.0586

0.3421

0.5489
0.2205
0.1656

-0.0504
-0.0304
0.0883
0.1529
0.0825
0,4834
0.4166
0.1737
0.2228
0.5358
0.5311
0.4176
0.4562
0.3362
0.2429

1
0.2655
0.5036

-0.0427
-0.125

0.0183
-0.0474
0.0476
0.2895
0.1699
0.0878
0.3418
0.0004
0.278

0.2716
0.2772
0.1704
0.0936
0.0238

1
0.2505
0.3373

-0.0402
-0.1175
0.0807
-0.0041
0.0807

0.801
0.3735
0.1177
0.0832
0.9964
0.9952
0.6576
0.8109
0.2269
0.4065

1
0.1865

-0.0744
-0.0925
-0.0679
0.1943
0.3413
0.1462
0.2279
0.1434
0.0226
0.2561
0.2532
0.2104
0.1356
0.1366
0.1445

1
0.017

-0.0716
0.0191
0.0999
0.0579
0.3987
0.2178

-0.0243
-0.0439
0.3298
0.3229
0.319

0A127
0.0471
0.3219

1
-0.1241
0.1319
0.0761
0.2014

-0.0394
-0.0609
-0.1761
0.2105

-0.0471
-0.0431
-0.0921
-0.0227
-0.0088
-0.0412

1
-0.093

-0.0257
-0.1463
-0.0768
-0.0778
-0.0246
-0.0493

-0.118
-0.1156
-0.1125
-0.071
-0.064
-0.03

1
-0.0962
-0.0132

0.127
0.1272
0.0908
-0.0292
0.0861
0.0852
0.0679
0.1103
0.0261
0.1982

1
0.0603
0.0518
0.0492
-0.1188
-0.0809
0.0004

0.001
-0.0089
0.0562
0.1396

-0.0399

1
-0.0085
0.0947
0.1365
0.2854
0.0828
0.0821
0.0638

-0.0098
0.1064

-0.0188

1
0.4297 1
0.1181 0.0713
0.0498 0.0488
0.8114 0.374
0.8042 0.3644

0.6311 0.388
0.989 0.3588

0.1652 0.7021
0.403 0.3908

1
-0.005
0.1273
0.1202
0.1914

0.1324
0.1111
n2688

1
0.0813
0.0881

-0.0545
0.0633
0.1074

-fl0184

1
0.9988
0.6591
0.8226
0.2232
0.3928

1
0.622
0.815

0.2115
0.3668

Exhibit 5: Reputation characteristics' correlation table (correlations -0.3<x>0.3 in green)

# Twitter followers Amplification # Google search # Backers # Backers Notable # Backers # Backers # Backers Total syndicate

Twitter followers results Investors Entrepreneurs Developers Designers funding

# Twitter followers 1
Amplification Twitter followers 0.325 1

# Google search results 0.6122 0.3421 1

# Backers 0.2589 0.5489 0.2655 1

# Backers Notable Investors 0.3148 0.2205 0.5036 0.2505 1

# Backers Entrepreneurs -0.0328 0.1656 -0.0427 0.3373 0.1865 1

# Backers Developers -0.0833 -0.0504 -0.125 -0.0402 -0.0744 0.017 1

# Backers Designers -0.0288 -0.0304 0.0183 -0.1175 -0.0925 -0.0716 -0.1241 1

Total syndicate funding -0.1158 0.0883 -0.0474 0.0807 -0.0679 0.0191 0.1319 -0.093 1

171

Ce

1
0.646

0.3259
0.6562

1
0.1756
0.4211

1
0.2883

0

I
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Exhibits

Exhibit 7: Regression outcome table for total syndicate funding as dependent

variable

Dependent variable
Total syndicate funding

# Startups founded

# Startups invested in

# Startups invested
in acquired
# Twitter followers

# Google search results

log # Twitter followers

Stanford undergrad

MIT undergrad (N=0)
Harvard undergrad

Stanford MBA

MIT MBA

Harvard MBA

Years experience as Entrepreneur

Years experience as Investor

1-5 years experience as Entrepreneur

6-10 years experience as Entrepreneur

1-5 years experience as Investor

6-10 years experience as Investor

Constant

N

Adjusted R 2

(1)
60866.69

(3.37)

47897.68

(3.47)
0.903
(3.12)

118.88
(2.63)

(2)
52977.92

(2.77)

40,714.87
(2.72)

119.66
(2.53)

59,165.83
(1.94)

(4)
68,793.58

(3.51)

48,735.59
(3.17)
0.943
(3.2)

134.13
(2.87)

(5)
68,431.59

(2.97)
459.07
(0.12)

42,382.39
(1.79)
0.855
(2.75)
127.58
(2.72)

(3)
60,966.61

(3.27)

47,941.5
(3.36)
0.904
(3.03)

119
(2.56)

-22910.66
(-0.09)

34,458.52
(0.11)

7,439.82
(0.02)

21,689.37
(0.07)

8,700.45
(0.03)

-12,967.39
(-0.82)

10,111.4
(0.53)

-38794.14
(-0.43)

94

0.3587

146,097.8
(0.91)

156,368
(1.01)

-172185
(-0.89)

-279,747.5
(-1.35)

6430,96
(0.03)

94

0.3473

-414,467.9
(-1.81)

94

0.3173

-41,138.03
(-0.41)

94

0.3207

-26,826.17
(-0.23)

94

0.3433
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Exhibits

Exhibit 8: Regression outcome table for number of backers as dependent

variable

Dependent variable
# Backers

# Startups founded

# Startups invested in

# Startups invested
in acquired
#Twitter followers

# Google search results

log # Twitter followers

Stanford undergrad

MIT undergrad (N=0)
Harvard undergrad

Stanford MBA

MIT MBA

Harvard MBA

Years experience as Entrepreneur

Years experience as Investor

1-5 years experience as Entrepreneur

6-10 years experience as Entrepreneur

1-5 years experience as Investor

6-10 years experience as Investor

Constant

N

Adjusted R
2

(1)
5.08*
(1.78)

7.13
(3.26)

0.0002
(4.03)
0.03

(4.68)

(2)
3.52*
(1.14)

5.72
(2.36)

0.03
(4.41)
11.68
(2.37)

(4)
5.61*

(1.80)

6.45

(2.66)
0.0002

(4.05)
0.03

(4.70)

(5)
5.05

(1.39)
0.40

(0.67)
4.33

(1.15)
0.0002

(3.5)
0.03

(4.59)

(3)
5.07*

(1.72)

7.13
(3.16)

0.0002

(3.91)
0.03

(4.53)

6.47

(0.15)

5.11
(0.1)

-19.3

(-0.39)
-26.18
(-0.51)

3.62
(0.08)

-1.13

(-0.45)
1.82

(0.60)

-3.65
(-0.26)

94

0.4278

22.09
(0.86)
23.24

(0.95)
-35.49

(-1.16)
-29.39
(-0.89)
9.62

(0.31)
94

0.4147

-77.59
(-2.1)

94

0.1634

-2.48
(-0.16)

94

0.3967

-8.22
(-0.44)

94

0.4164
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